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By the time this magazine gets in your hands, most of us will be 
ready for a conversation around the campfi re about anything 
other than the election. The next administration/congress and 
state legislators will be challenged with a large number of issues 

facing this country, so it’s not unusual for so many people to be fi red up 
about the outcome. As motorhome owners, we have very specifi c concerns 
that will hopefully be acted on positively, so we can continue enjoying a 
lifestyle that pumped $50 billion into the nation’s economy last year.

One of my pet peeves, and I’m 
certainly not alone, is the condition 
of our roadway infrastructure. Every 
time I hit the road, I complain about 
the crumbling highways and the 
collateral damage they are doing to our 
motorhomes. This a hot-button issue for 
RV owners. While we pay our fair share 
through higher fees and taxes, most 
of us are underutilizing the roadways 
based on the average miles the typical 
motorhome owner travels each year.

The common cry revolves around 
the diversion of tax money to other 
programs, neglecting the roadways 
until it’s too late. Most of these 
problems are relegated to individual 
state transportation departments, 
and even though federal funds were 
allocated to help the states repair 
the roads, it’s debatable whether it 
was enough to make a difference 
in resolving the problems. I believe 
it’s critical, moving forward, that 

rebuilding and repairing our roads, 
bridges and tunnels becomes high 
priority, and that tax money earmarked 
for improvements and repairs not be 
diverted. The system just needs to 
be transparent and trust restored, 
especially if new taxes are imminent.

If you’re a full-timer and are no 
longer employed — and not old enough 
to qualify for Medicare — health 
insurance is becoming a big issue. 
Most of my younger full-timing friends 
cannot fi nd good policies that will 
provide health care out of their home 
state. These people have been forced 
to pay higher premiums for fewer 
services, which is a risky proposition. 
This is a topic that will, no doubt, spark 
energetic debate; let’s hope the poli-
ticians can fi x this one, although I’ll 
hedge my bet.

The direction of the country’s 
energy policies could have a major 
impact on how we travel in the future 

and the overall health of the RV 
industry. Lower fuel prices have been 
a breath of fresh air for motorhome 
enthusiasts, but don’t expect that to 
last forever. There’s no chance our 
dependence on petroleum products 
will end anytime soon, so it’s important 
that the next administration be open-
minded in keeping our oil fl owing 
and fuel production high, while being 
sensitive to our environment.

Despite lower gasoline and diesel 
costs, RV owners have embraced fuel 
conservation, even though uninformed 
onlookers might think otherwise. Every 
RVer I know has curtailed aimless 
meandering and pinpoints travel plans 
to keep the miles down. We may be 
tempted to revert back to old habits, 
but it’s prudent for all of us to stay the 
course.

One way of saving fuel costs, of 
course, is to use a small dinghy vehicle 
once you’re set up in an RV park. That’s 
why we’ve devoted a large amount of 
space to dingy towing (page 44). Here 
you’ll fi nd information on just about 
every aspect of dinghy towing, from 
setting up the vehicle with a baseplate 
and tow bar, to staying safe on the 
road.

As RVers, we’re 9 million strong 
and can certainly make a difference. 
Let’s not miss our opportunity. 

ON RAMP
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Featured Letter

That’s the question we asked in our August issue, and here 
are some of the replies we received.

P.O. BOX FROM OUR READERS

If you travel with a pet, which pet-cleanup 
products have you found to be most successful 
for use in your motorhome?

Prevention is Key
My wife and I have been traveling by 
motorhome since 1984. We usually have 
at least one dog and one cat travel with 
us. We have never had an accident or 
a need for a cleaning product due to 
our pets. We have heard friends’ horror 
stories about their pet incidents, but so 
far we’ve been lucky. We attribute our 
success to the training and routines we 
established for keeping cat boxes clean 
and available, and taking breaks for the 
dog. We do sightsee, and we are not 
slaves to our pets. If dogs are allowed 
at attractions, we will take him with us. 
Cats are somewhat self-contained as 
long as their litter box is kept clean and 
accessible, and dry food and water are 
available. We keep the RV warm or air 
conditioned when we leave, depending 
on the expected temperatures. 

When dogs are younger, they need 
breaks more often than older dogs. 
Housebreaking works the same for 

an RV as well as in a house. We have 
used on-site kennels a time or two 
if we plan to spend extended time at 
an attraction, but we are usually back 
within a reasonable time. 

For human-caused accidents 
(food, drink, etc.), we use Folex Instant 
Carpet Spot Remover. It doesn’t leave a 
residue like some cleaners.
Ken and Debbie Burkett 
Chino Valley, Arizona

The Big Three
We have traveled with our cats for more 
than 14 years in Class A motorhomes. 
Our pets have been around the lower 
48 states a few times, as well as in 
many parts of Canada and Alaska. 
Our present coach is a 40-foot Class A 
diesel pusher. We love our pets, and any 
cleanup chores should be quick and 
easy. The three most important chores 
with cats are their food and water, their 
grooming and their litter box.

Fresh food and water are a must. 
To prevent any water and/or food spills 
from getting on the fl oor or carpets, 
we purchased an inexpensive rubber 
welcome mat and cut it to size for the 
area where the food and water dishes 
are kept, making cleanups a snap.

Proper grooming is another must, 
as cats shed constantly. We brush 
them at least once each morning and 
sometimes two or three times a day, 
depending on our schedule. The best 
brush we have found is a Furminator-
style brush. And to clean up their beds, 
or pet hair on the furniture, the best 
product we have found is the Pledge 
Fabric Sweeper for Pet Hair, which, 
unfortunately, is no longer available. 
It is a hand tool with two half rollers 
that trap hair between them. They 
were designed to be disposable, but we 
learned how to take them apart, clean 
and reuse them, which we still do.

Fresh cat litter is the fi nal must. 

My husband and I travel with our two German shepherds 
in our Fleetwood Tioga Class C motorhome. We sacrifi ced 
our dining area to make room for their two enclosed 
crates (where they ride), and the crates contain some of 
the dog fur, but not nearly all of it. To help with the pet-re-
lated mess, we purchased indoor/outdoor carpet to cover 
the carpeted areas, and also the entry to our motorhome 
to protect it from the fur and muddy paws. The carpet 
tucks just under the slides and stays in place beautifully. 
A canister-style Electrolux vacuum fi ts neatly between the 

seat and dinette, and the 
attachments go beneath 
the sofa. We vacuum 
frequently and, when 
needed, use Arm & 
Hammer baking soda 
to help freshen the coach and the 
carpet. We could take out the carpet and hose it 
off if needed, but have not had to do so thus far. 
Lori and Bob Phillips | Via email

Good Shepherds 
seat and dinette, and the 
attachments go beneath 

to help freshen the coach and the 
carpet. We could take out the carpet and hose it 
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P.O. BOX

One of the most important features is 
that it clumps quickly. We don’t have 
any odor issues, as the odors not only 
depend on the litter brand but also the 
animals’ breed and diet. We use a large 
tote as a litter box and we clean it out 
at least twice a day. If you leave a cat 
box dirty for too long, the cat will find 
someplace else to do its business.
Dick and Sandy | Near Buffalo, New York

Muy Fabuloso!
Keeping your coach clean and neat 
while on the road is as important as 
keeping your residential home clean 
and neat when you’re at home. In 
both cases, it helps us to keep our 
9-year-old cocker spaniel, Maggie, 
clean and neat too. We have a backpack 
with Maggie’s shampoo, brush, ear 
medicine, eye wipes, body spray, waste 
bags and towel. When she sees the 
backpack being packed, she knows it’s 
road-trip time. I keep the backpack in 
the storage compartment next to the 
entry door to the motorhome. Maggie’s 
cleanup routine is part of my dumping 
of the gray-water tank routine, which 
is about every three days. Keeping the 
motorhome clean takes a Swiffer, a 
Dyson and our favorite all-around soap, 
Fabuloso. 
Bob Lopez | Plainfield, Illinois

Miracle Worker
I have never traveled without pets, as 
I used to train and show my dogs in 
herding, agility and obedience. I have 
had carpet or linoleum in my RVs and 
prefer smooth floors to carpeting, as all 
of my dogs are longhaired. Next year I 
plan to retire and travel with the dogs, a 
cat and a parrot. Two products I always 
have on hand are Nature’s Miracle Stain 
& Odor Remover (a liquid), and Nature’s 
Miracle Skunk Odor Remover (which I 
pray to never need personally but carry 
it because I’ve used it before and found 
it to be fabulous). Nature’s Miracle 
also makes special items for laundry 
and cat issues, but I’ve found with the 
basic Stain & Odor Remover, my life is 
wonderful on the road. For upholstery 
cleaning, I use Chem-Dry aerosol can 
cleaner and have been very satisfied 
with its performance.

I also carry and use cleanup bags 
for my dogs, as well as for cleaning up 
after other folks in order to help keep 
parks and the places we stay clean. 
Teri Cline | Bath, Michigan

It’s Magic
I think the best carpet cleaner is Blue 
Magic Carpet Stain & Spot Lifter. 
It’s sold in the automotive section at 
Wal-Mart for about $4. It removes 
pet messes, as well as blood and red 
wine, easily. I always have a can in the 
motorhome, as well as in my home.
Karen Sparks | Lake View, New York

Kids ‘N’ Pets
The best product that I have found 
to clean up pet messes, kid messes, 
blood messes, etc., is Kids ‘N’ Pets 
Stain and Odor Carpet and Upholstery 
cleaner. This product removes any and 
every kind of stain. It’s fabulous! I will 
not be without it.
Sandy Love | Orofino, Idaho

Long-term Checklist
We are getting ready to take longer trips 
in our motorhome, and are planning to 
be on the road for several months at a 
time. We would like to know how other 
RVers get their home base ready prior 
to a long trip. There are the standards, 
like stopping the mail and newspaper 
delivery, but what are the other things 
RVers do to keep their home safe, and 
maybe even save some money when 
they are gone for months at a time?
Kenny and Karen Parish
Murrells Inlet, South Carolina 

Send your comments to:
MotorHome, 2750 Park View Court, 
Suite 240, Oxnard, CA 93036; or email 
letters@motorhomemagazine.com 

If you frequently take long motor-
home trips, what advice can you 
offer other RVers who plan on 
doing the same? What steps do 
you take to get your residential-
home affairs in order? And, do 
you have any tips/tricks that 
could help out the bottom line?

Question of the Month
888-847-7010
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ESCAPES

The Fall of the Confederacy
Chickamauga and Chattanooga National Military Park honors the series of 
battles that were turning points in the Civil War

By Neala McCarten

11 ROAD FOODIE  |  12 WHEELS & GEAR  |  14 CROSSROADS

The site of crucial battles in the Civil War, Chicka-
mauga and Chattanooga National Military Park 
opened to the public in 1895, becoming the fi rst 

national military park created in the United States.
The focus of the battles was for the city of Chattanooga, 

Tennessee, called the “Gateway to the Deep South” for its 
strategic importance as a rail and telegraph center into the 
heart of the Confederacy. The Union army was defeated 
at the Battle of Chickamauga, and was pushed back into 
the city of Chattanooga. The Confederacy didn’t anticipate 
reinforcements from Union generals Ulysses S. Grant and 
William T. Sherman, and the Union soldiers rallied and 
defeated the Confederate army in Chattanooga two months 
later. That victory became the start of Sherman’s attack on 
Atlanta, Georgia, and his famous “March to the Sea.”

The park provides an excellent and even-handed video 
on the importance of the battle and the cost in human 

suffering and loss. Ranger-led tours are available, and you 
can also explore the park on your own using the park’s 
app. There are 1,400 monuments and historical markers 
stretching across the battlefi elds. At the tour stop for the 
Wilder Brigade Monument (No. 6), climb the tower for a 
panoramic view of the battlefi eld as it currently appears. 
The nearby plaque tells the story of the infantry brigade of 
Colonel John Wilder and his men as they fought the Con-
federacy on the battlefi eld.

Several visitor centers and battlefi elds make up the 
larger military park, including Lookout Mountain and 
Missionary Ridge. 

Five miles from the park is Holiday Travel Park 
(800-693-2877, www.chattacamp.com), with 170 full-
hookup sites, free Wi-Fi, laundry facilities and a pool.

For more information about the military park, call 
706-866-9241 or visit www.nps.gov/chch.
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Pleasant Scent 
Meguiar’s Air Re-Freshers 
are designed to neutralize 
foul odors and leave your rig 
smelling clean.  pg. 12
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ROAD FOODIE
ESCAPES

I love eating at a place with a sense of history, and the 
Baldwin Saloon in The Dalles, located in Oregon’s 
beautiful Columbia River Gorge, certainly fi ts the bill. 

The Baldwin began its good-food tradition in 1876, when 
brothers James and John Baldwin ran a restaurant and 
saloon. With its location next to the railroad and near the 
busy Columbia River, the Baldwin Saloon became the com-
munity’s gathering place.  

After the Baldwins, “Dr.” Charlie Allen operated a 
saloon here. An interesting man who was never a real 
doctor (he had sold eyeglasses), Allen had iron medical 
insignias cast into the building’s facade. 

In later years, the building served as a steamboat navi-
gational offi ce, a warehouse, a coffi n-storage site, a state 
employment offi ce and fi nally a custom saddle shop. 

It took nearly a year for Mark and Tracy Linebarger, the 
current owners, to restore the Baldwin as a restaurant and 
bar, and the Baldwin Saloon reopened its doors in 1991.

For 25 years, the saloon has been a destination for 
foodies and history buffs. The old building’s original brick 
walls and fi r fl oor are complemented by rich mahogany and 
golden oak booths and tables, beautiful turn-of-the-century 
oil paintings and an 18-foot-long mahogany back bar with 
large, scrolled columns and an original mirror made in 
the early 1900s. A piano player nestled on a ledge above 
the dining tables tinkles the ivories on an 1894 Schubert 
mahogany piano. 

The food at the Baldwin is impressive. They make 
everything in-house — from pillow-soft bread to luscious 

By Bobbie Hasselbring

Top: The 18-foot-long mahogany back bar features large columns and 
an original mirror with stained-glass accents. Above: Parmesan-crusted 
halibut is a favorite, especially with Brussels sprouts on the side. 
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Baldwin Saloon and 
Brussels Sprouts

BALDWIN SALOON SAUTÉED BRUSSELS SPROUTS
During fall, Brussels sprouts are a tradition on many tables. These edible buds have been 
around since the 13th century, and recently they’ve gained favor with chefs who have 
discovered that roasting or sautéing the tiny cabbages brings out a beautiful sweetness.

Cooking time: approximately 10 minutes

 12 ounces Brussels sprouts, sliced in thirds
 4 ounces clarifi ed butter (more if the sprouts soak it up)
 1 teaspoon kosher salt
 2 teaspoons chopped garlic
 1-2 cups white wine 
 4 ounces Parmesan cheese, shredded

Heat sprouts over medium heat in clarifi ed butter and salt. 
Allow the Brussels sprouts to sit on heat for 1 minute without 
moving. Toss after the Brussels sprouts start to brown and 
continue cooking until they are golden brown, then add garlic 
(if you add the garlic too early, it will burn). 
 Add white wine and cook until the sprouts reach the 
desired tenderness. (I cook mine just barely past al dente; 
if sprouts need further cooking, add more wine or they will 
burn.) Top with Parmesan cheese.

sauces and desserts. We dined on fresh halibut with a 
Parmesan crust and tender prime rib that was cooked and 
seasoned perfectly. We also enjoyed the delicious side of 
Brussels sprouts, available when in season.

A few years ago, Mark turned chef duties over to 
executive chef Tammy Huffman, a graduate of Le Cordon 
Bleu College of Culinary Arts. Huffman grew up in The 
Dalles and used to babysit the Linebargers’ children. For 
Huffman, running the Baldwin is a dream come true, and 
she’d like to own the place someday. “The Baldwin has so 
much history, and Mark has created a level of excellence 
that I’m honored to continue,” she told us. For more infor-
mation, call 541-296-5666 or visit www.baldwinsaloon.com.

Got a favorite historic restaurant?
Email bobbie@realfoodtraveler.com with “historic” in the 
subject line.
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WHEELS & GEAR
ESCAPES

Aqua View introduces 
the SHOWERMI$ER, a 
water-saving system 
designed to attach to 
the shower head in an 
RV and redirect cold 
water that’s normally 
wasted (while waiting 
for the warm water to fl ow) back into the 
freshwater tank. The SHOWERMI$ER 
connects on the nonpressurized side 
of the freshwater system. You simply 
remove the shower head, attach the 
SHOWERMI$ER unit, line up and mark 
where the return line will be, and then 
drill only one hole in the shower wall 
through to the inside wall where the 
other plumbing is maintained. The return 
line is tapped into the nonpressurized 
side of the freshwater system. Once 
installed, the SHOWERMI$ER shows 
when the hot water has arrived by using 
color-changing technology (a pinkish 
pipe means hot water).
MSRP: Starts at $59.95. 
Aqua View Inc., 714-485-5904, 
www.aquaviewinc.com

Hot View

KING has bestowed upon RVers 
the newest version of its DISH 
Tailgater Satellite TV antenna, 
the VQ4400. The enclosed-style 
portable DISH Tailgater weighs 
a svelte 8 pounds, features an 
integrated carry handle and comes equipped with a single-coax port 
to simplify setup, making it ideal for tailgating or for simply watching 
TV outside, under the stars. When paired with a compatible DISH HD 
Solo receiver (411, 211, ViP211k, ViP211z or Wally, sold separately), the 
Tailgater quickly and automatically scans the southern sky for the best 
HDTV signal. Users connect the provided coax cable from the antenna to 
a DISH receiver, then connect the receiver to the TV and follow the easy 
on-screen instructions. The Tailgater is compatible with DISH pay-as-you-
go programming, or customers can add to their residential DISH service. 
KING also offers a handy carry bag ($49.99) and a tripod accessory 
($99.99), both sold separately. MSRP: $329.
KING, 952-922-6889, www.kingconnect.com

Tailgating King

Match Maker
Few things turn as many heads as matching the painted 
graphics on your motorhome with those on your dinghy 
vehicle. The key to accomplishing the perfect custom paint 
job is fi nding the right artist with the skills to create and the 
know-how with automotive paints in the right facility. Dave 
“Letterfl y” Knoderer has been hand-painting images and 
décor since 1971, with 20 of those years exclusively serving 
the RV industry. After visualizing the design, and drawing 
the concept right before your eyes, the dinghy vehicle is 
painted using the same color used by the manufacturers, 
and protected with the same acrylic urethane clearcoat 
found on European luxury sedans. Knoderer also creates 
hand-lettered inscriptions, gold-leaf monograms and 
airbrushed murals on the backs of motorhomes. Letterfl y 
offers his services during the winter months at ArtPark 
near Tampa, Florida; contact the company for pricing.
Letterfl y Pinstriping and Mural Design Services, 
813-752-8063, www.letterfl y.com

Uncommon 
Scents
Meguiar’s is expanding 
its Air Re-Fresher odor-
eliminator line with the 
introduction of Twin-Pack 
Marine/RV Care Air Re-
Freshers. Rather than 
temporarily masking unpleasant odors, Meguiar’s Air 
Re-Fresher is designed to work at the molecular level 
by bonding and trapping foul-smelling molecules to 
help eliminate the odor. To use, simply engage the one-
time-use Air Re-Fresher’s spray-valve system inside the 
motorhome with all windows and doors closed (and ignition 
sources off). After 15 minutes, open up the interior and 
allow the motorhome to sit for an additional 10-15 minutes 
before enjoying the new, fresh scent. The aerosol-disper-
sion technology also utilizes the motorhome’s air-duct 
system to circulate the Air Re-Fresher’s vapor throughout 
the interior to fi nd and instantly neutralize unwanted 
smells. MSRP: $15.99.
Meguiar’s, 800-347-5700, www.meguiars.com
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WELCOME TO YOUR HOME AWAY FROM HOME

For reservations: 1-844-4PALARV  (1-844-472-5278) 
Pala RV Resort: 11042 Hwy 76, Pala, CA 92059 
PalaCasino.com      
Located in Northern San Diego County. 
From San Diego County & Riverside County: Take I-15 to HWY 76, go east 5 miles.
From Orange County & Los Angeles County: Take I-5 South to HWY 76, go east 23 miles.
Please Gamble Responsibly. Gambling Hotline 1-800-522-4700

100 Full-Service Sites with Grass Lawns & Picnic Tables
• 77 – 20'x55' Back-In Sites
• 06 – 20'x60' Luxury Sites with Barbecue Grills
• 17 – 20'x70' Pull-Through Sites
• 20-30-50 Amp Power
• Electric, Water and Sewer Hook-Ups
• Free Wi-Fi
• Cable TV
• Restrooms and Showers
• Key Card (for access to pool, laundry and restrooms)
• Security Patrol, 24 Hours
• Propane Fuel Available
• Free Shuttle to Casino

Luxury Resort
• Heated Swimming Pool
• 2 Spas

Indoor Amenities
• Games, Billiard Table, Card Tables
• 3 Flat-Screen TVs
• Laundromat

Outdoor Amenities
• 5 Barbecue Grill Areas
• Table Tennis
• Horseshoe Pit
• Fenced Dog Park

For Additional Charge
• Clubhouse with 2 kitchens
• Laundry – Open 24 Hours
• 3 Pets per RV ($5 per pet – 7-Day Restrictions Apply)
• Early Check-In/Late Check-Out (based on availability)

Come discover fun and excitement, in the shade of the Palomar Mountains. The new Pala Casino RV 
Resort offers comfort, fantastic amenities, and unbelievable views. And it’s just a short shuttle ride to 
the four-diamond luxury of Pala Casino Spa and Resort. 

Pala Casino RV Resort joined the small percentage of resorts to be 
awarded the coveted 10/10*/10 rating from Good-Sam. The top marks 
are in every category including facilities, restrooms and showers and 
visual appearance. 10/10 /10
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We’ve been waiting more than 25 years for a total 
solar eclipse to cross the continental United States, 
and the wait is almost over. Mark your calendar for August 21, 2017, when a 
total solar eclipse will streak across the skies from west to east. This is your 
opportunity to view the sun’s corona, since the moon blocks out the sun as it 
passes in front. 

The celestial event begins at approximately 10:19 a.m. (PDT) near Depoe 
Bay, Oregon. From there, the path of totality travels across Idaho Falls, 
Idaho; Casper, Wyoming; Lincoln, Nebraska; St. Louis, Missouri; Nashville, 
Tennessee; Clingmans Dome in Great Smoky Mountains National Park; and 
then exits the U.S. at Charleston, South Carolina, around 2:36 p.m. (EDT). 
If you’re on the centerline of this event, you will experience about 2 to 2½ 
minutes of darkness (the event will be visible as a partial eclipse across most 
of the country).

Try to fi nd a place with clear skies for optimal viewing. Eastern Oregon 
and most of Wyoming have the highest probability of success. The day before 
the eclipse, recheck the weather and, if necessary, move to a clear-sky area. 
And be prepared with special viewing glasses, as looking directly at the sun 
without eye protection can be very harmful to your eyes. 
For more information, visit www.greatamericaneclipse.com, a site dedicated 
to the rare event. For additional maps of each state that the eclipse crosses, 
check out www.eclipse2017.org — Morey Edelman
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CROSSROADS
ESCAPES

solar eclipse to cross the continental United States, 
and the wait is almost over. Mark your calendar for August 21, 2017, when a 
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Mount Airy, North Carolina

Whistlin’ in Mayberry
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The Great American Eclipse
Oregon to South Carolina

THE  
LAST ROOF 
YOUR RV WILL 
EVER NEED.

The “Direct Bond” new  
RV roof system with a  
manufactured, custom fit.

Lightweight: Seamless, and 
maintenance free.

Convenient: Don’t Move!  
We’ll come to you and install your 
new roof. Two-day process with 
nationwide service.

Affordable: Less expensive than 
a traditional roof replacement.

Bonds directly over rubber, metal, 
fiberglass or wood decking.

FIND OUT WHY MANY EXPERTS  
CONSIDER RV ARMOR THE  

ULTIMATE RV ROOFING SOLUTION

www.RV-ARMOR.com
Call 855-RV-ARMOR (855-782-7667)

THE BEST  
WARRANTY

True Lifetime  
Material and  

Labor Warranty

NEVER GET ON 
YOUR ROOF AGAIN.

Finally, there is a Convenient, 
Affordable, Permanent,  
Guaranteed RV Roof.

GUARANTEED.

RV ARMOR is a Federally Registered Trademark  
of RV Armor, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 

FINANCING AVAILABLE

Andy Griffi th’s hometown of Mount 
Airy, North Carolina is, appropriately, 
home to the Andy Griffi th Museum. 
The museum features hundreds of 
items from the life and career of 
Andy Griffi th in movies, television 
and music. Mayberry — the town of 
his eponymous TV series — and its 
hilarious cast of characters were 
based on real places and residents of 
Mount Airy. 

The museum includes items from 
“The Andy Griffi th Show,” which was 
highlighted by such memorable roles 
as Sheriff Andy Taylor (Andy Griffi th), 
Barney Fife (Don Knotts), Thelma 
Lou (Betty Lynn, who calls Mount Airy 
home), Otis Campbell (Hal Smith) 
and Goober (George Lindsey). The 
majority of the items were collected 
by Griffi th’s real-life friend, Emmett 
Forrest, with some props for the 
show — in addition to those from the 

popular Matlock TV series — donated 
by Griffi th himself.

The museum opened September 
26, 2009, during the 20th celebration 
of Mayberry Days, an annual festival 
with all types of shows, parades 
and special guests, including stars 
from the show and their families. 
Admission to the museum is $6 per 
person.

Four miles south, you’ll fi nd 
Mayberry Campground (www.mayberry 
campground.com), which is big-rig 
friendly and has full-hookup sites.
For more information, call 336-
786-1604 or visit www.andygriffi th
museum.com — James Richardson
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geico.com  |  877-434-2678  |  Local Offi ce

for your RV

GREAT
COVERAGE
For Every Mile of your Journey
When the road opens up and you’ve got nothing but adventure on your 
mind, you’ll have one less thing to worry about with us on your side.

Some discounts, coverages, payment plans and features are not available in all states or all GEICO companies. GEICO is a registered service mark of Government 
Employees Insurance Company, Washington, D.C. 20076; a Berkshire Hathaway Inc. subsidiary. GEICO Gecko image © 1999-2016. © 2016 GEICO

Geico, Circle 113 on Reader Service Card
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Nestled in the shadow of the Blue Ridge Mountains, Greenville, 
South Carolina, offers the natural beauty and charm of a 
relaxing Southern destination with a midsize-city appeal. You’ll 

fi nd outdoor attractions, a bustling restaurant scene, a bit of history 
and some unique experiences that make it easy to see why Greenville 
is quickly becoming one of the most-visited cities in the Southeast.

If you want a home base close to the downtown area, Springwood 
RV Park is less than 15 minutes away. All sites at Springwood have 
full hookups and concrete pads, and the campground offers free 
Wi-Fi. Because parking is in high demand in Greenville proper, you’ll 
want to leave your motorhome at the campground and use your 
dinghy vehicle. 

As you head downtown, watch for Falls Park on the Reedy River. 
This 32-acre park — within 
walking distance of many 
businesses and restau-

GREENVILLE, 
SOUTH CAROLINA

GETAWAY

Southern Comforts

By Pam Windsor

Greenville, South Carolina, is an up-and-coming 
destination combining small-town charm, beautiful 
scenery and a host of outdoor pursuits
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rants — is just as popular with locals as it is with 
out-of-towners. People come here to walk, run, 
ride bikes, eat lunch, read books and just relax 
and enjoy the scenery. Be sure to take a stroll 
along the Liberty Bridge overlooking the Reedy 
River. This 345-foot suspension bridge offers a 
spectacular view of the falls below. The bridge is 
lit at night. 

Biking is popular in Greenville, and you’ll likely 
notice lots of cyclists all over the downtown area. 
If you don’t have a bike of your own, you can rent 
one, along with other biking gear, at one of the 
local bike shops. The city of Greenville also has its 
own bike-sharing program and offers bikes-for-
rent at various stations throughout the downtown 
area. You can pick up a Greenville B-cycle 
brochure and map at the visitor center on Main 
Street. It explains the cost, how to pay and the 
many different pick-up and drop-off spots. (Go to 
https://greenville.bcycle.com for information.) 

Many cyclists come to Greenville with a goal 
in mind — to ride the 21-mile-long Swamp Rabbit 
Trail. The multiuse rail-trail follows the Reedy 

Reedy River Falls fl ows under Liberty Bridge, which is 345 
feet long and is supported by a single suspension cable.

  Getting There 
Greenville, located in upstate South Carolina, is reached via Interstate 26 and U.S. Route 25 from the North 
(Asheville/Hendersonville), and Interstate 85 from the east (Charlotte) and west (Atlanta).
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Above from top: Colobus monkeys, like this 
one at the Greenville Zoo, are born completely 
white. Zoo visitors will also encounter a variety 
of reptiles, such as this iguana, in addition to a 
number of exotic animals.

GETAWAY
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA

River north from downtown all the way 
to nearby Travelers Rest. More than .5 
million cyclists, runners and walkers 
travel all or part of the trail every year. 

The revitalization of Greenville’s 
downtown district shows no sign of 
stopping anytime soon. You’ll see 
numerous shops and businesses, 
as well as blocks and blocks of bars 
and restaurants offering everything 
from international fare to down-home 
Southern dishes. Every September the 
city holds its popular, ever-expanding 
four-day Euphoria festival highlight-
ing dozens of popular chefs serving up 
some of their specialty dishes, along 
with music, events, wine, craft beer 
and more.

The craft-beer scene is booming 
here, with a growing number of craft 
breweries, some offering tours if you 
plan ahead. The popular Thomas Creek 
Brewery was Greenville’s fi rst, and 
you’ll see its fl agship Red Pale Ale 
featured in many local restaurants.

You’ll also fi nd South Carolina’s 
fi rst legal craft moonshine (homemade 
whiskey) distillery here. (Other distill-
eries have since opened elsewhere in 
the state.) Roxanne Fenten and her 
husband, Joe, opened Dark Corner 
Distillery in 2011. Roxanne said Joe, 
an engineer by trade who grew up in 
South Carolina, wanted to honor some 
of the state’s history and heritage.
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“He grew up in the ‘dark corner,’ 
which is the northeastern area of 
Greenville County. It’s where most 
of the moonshine was made in South 
Carolina.” She notes that when the 
distillery fi rst opened for moonshine 
tastings, there were many naysayers.

“People were saying, ‘You can’t do 
this.’ They had a preconceived notion 
of how bad moonshine was. You know, 
you can start your car on it or you can 
go blind drinking it.”

Less than fi ve years later, the 
distillery has expanded to a new 
facility and now produces a variety of 
whiskeys, including some with fl avors 
like peach and butterscotch. 

Along with the many unique shops 
you’ll want to visit downtown, the 
Mast General Store is defi nitely worth 
a stop. It’s set up along the lines of 
an old-fashioned general store and 
carries old-timey food items you may 
remember your grandmother having 
on hand, like stone-ground grits, 
honey, maple syrup, jams and jellies. 
It also carries nostalgia items, collect-
ibles, home décor, toys, an extensive 
candy collection, clothes and travel 
items. You can browse for hours. 
As David Vinson, a store manager, 
explained, the parent company 
has opened similar stores in North 
Carolina and Tennessee — places 
where these items bring back a lot of 

memories.
“Basically the concept behind it is 

they go into towns, downtown environ-
ments that are trying to re-establish 
their Main Street. They go into old 
buildings and refurbish an old building 
and they set it up and give it a general-
store feel.”

The building it occupies in 
Greenville housed a popular general 
store that opened in 1883. 

Baseball fans will want to see the 

Falls Park, located in downtown Greenville’s 
historic West End, is a great central point for 
many of the city’s recreational opportunities.
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We’ve got you
 Covered!

Quality   •    Value Performance   •    Style

Tell your dealer to “Make it Carefree!”

Premium Fabrics

Powered Awnings Slideout Awnings

LED Lighting

Replacement CanopiesFLXguard®

Manual Awnings

SunBlockersAwning Rooms

See our complete lineup at www.CarefreeOfColorado.com

Charcoal Chocolate  Indigo

Carefree of Colorado, Circle 105 on Reader Service Card
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nearby Shoeless Joe Jackson statue 
and visit his museum (864-346-4867, 
www.shoelessjoejackson.org). 

Shoeless Joe grew up in Greenville 
and showed a talent for baseball at a 
young age. He made it all the way to 
the big league, later to return home 
after being banned from baseball in 
the wake of the Black Sox Scandal. 
(Jackson was one of eight Chicago 
White Sox players accused of throwing 
the 1919 World Series in exchange for 
money from gamblers.) 

The Shoeless Joe Jackson Museum 
and Baseball Library is housed in the 
home where Jackson lived and later 
died (December 5, 1951), and is full 
of memorabilia. It was moved from 
its original location and sits across 
from the stadium where the Greenville 
Drive, a minor-league affiliate (Class A) 
of the Boston Red Sox, currently plays. 

Museum director Arlene Marcley 
says Jackson has thousands and 
thousands of fans who are fascinated 
by the man who still holds one of the 
highest batting averages in Major 
League Baseball history. And most of 
those fans believe he was innocent. 

“This was Joe’s record in the 1919 
World Series,” she said, pointing to 
his statistics displayed on one of the 
museum’s walls. He batted .375, 
which was remarkable, phenomenal. 
They were playing the Cincinnati 
Reds. He hit the only home run for 
both teams. He had 12 hits — a World 
Series record. How could he have done 
anything to throw it?”

Frank Alvarez, a baseball fan from 
San Bernardino, California, toured the 
museum while visiting Greenville.

“I think it’s a great piece of history 
for the area to honor someone who 
should be in the Hall of Fame as one of 
baseball’s best players ever.”

The Shoeless Joe Jackson 
Museum is only open Saturdays from 
10 a.m.–2 p.m., unless you call ahead 
and arrange for a special tour Monday 
through Friday. Admission is free.

Greenville is also home to the 
Museum and Library of Confeder-
ate History (864-421-9039, www.
confederatemuseum.org). Director 
Mike Couch said the museum — which 

GETAWAY
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Springwood RV Park  
864-277-9789, www.springwoodrvpark.com

Visit Greenville 
864-233-0461, www.visitgreenvillesc.com

has wall-to-wall firearms, uniforms, 
artifacts, documents and an extensive 
library — draws visitors from all over 
the world. Many come to get a clearer 
understanding of life on the battle-
field, as well as what was happening 
at home during the war. Created by 
the Sons of the Confederate Veterans, 
the museum features many authentic 
items that were donated or are on loan 
from direct descendants of those who 
fought for the Confederacy. Admission 
is also free.

The Confederate Museum is just 
around the corner from the Greenville 
Zoo. This is a very small zoo that you 
can walk through at a leisurely pace to 
catch a glimpse of giraffes, lions, small 
primates, reptiles, birds and more. 

And while you’re visiting Greenville, 
if you have a need for speed, check 
out the BMW Performance Center in 
nearby Greer, less than 15 miles away. 
If you call and make arrangements, 
you can even get out on a racecourse 
and drive some of their cars as part of 
the BMW Performance Driving School 
(www.bmwusfactory.com). Profes-
sional instructors are on hand and 
you’ll not only have a good time, you’re 
sure to leave with skills that will make 
you a better driver. Driving opportuni-
ties vary in terms of cost and avail-
ability. 

From here, if you have plans to 
head to the South Carolina coast, it 
helps to know that Greenville/Spartan-
burg is approximately 200 miles from 
Charleston and about 250 miles from 
Myrtle Beach.

But Greenville is so much more 
than a stop on the way to the coast. 
With so much to see and do — not to 
mention eat and drink — Greenville 
has become a premier destination of 
its own, and is only getting better. 

Clockwise from above: Downtown Greenville 
exudes small-town charm and recently ranked 
among Forbes magazine’s 10 Best. The 
Shoeless Joe Jackson Museum and Baseball 
Library highlights the legend of the contro-
versial all star. Springwood RV Park offers 65 
full-hookup sites and free Wi-Fi. The  BMW 
Performance Driving School allows visitors 
to channel their inner NASCAR driver while 
piloting one of the company’s vehicles.
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Starting at
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Azur ELX is here

ELX floorplan features a 
large 6.6 cu ft refrigerator.

ELX floorplan offers an 
optional entertainment 
center in place of chair.

Large entertainment area in rear folds into queen bed.
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Fun times in Phoenix: 
Fireworks follow 

Saturday night’s show 
by the Swing Tips 

and RealTones.

IN THE BEGINNING The 50-year-old Good Sam Club and Camping World aren’t the only companies 
commemorating major milestones this year. Beyond the centennial of the National Park System, two of the oldest 
RV brands still in business, Shasta (right) and Airstream, celebrate their 75th and 85th anniversaries, respectively.

GOOD SAM CLUB  |  800-234-3450  |  WWW.GOODSAM.COM  |  CLUB@GOODSAM.COM

For those shopping for an RV, a fl eet 
of new and used motorhomes, travel 
trailers and fi fth-wheels will open their 
doors for walk-throughs. Merchandise 
displays will showcase the latest RV 
equipment and camping supplies. 

Families can keep the young ones 
busy with a variety of activities from 
carnival rides and a petting zoo to a 
scavenger hunt. After dark, the Swing 
Tips and RealTones will perform 
nostalgic hits. Friday winds down with 
a movie under the stars, and Saturday 
ends with a bang at the fi reworks show. 

“While the Good Sam RV Super 
Show is not on the scale of a national 
Camping World/Good Sam Rally, it will 
incorporate many Rally elements,” 
said Good Sam Club President Mike 
Siemens. “Good Sam members enjoy 
community as part of club membership, 

and we are trying to preserve that 
benefi t with events that combine 
a regional RV show with overnight 
camping, youth activities, educational 
seminars and entertainment for all. 
Our hope is for the Phoenix RV show to 
become an annual event and to recreate 
it at RV shows across the country.”

Considering the bucket list of 
Southwestern attractions, the comfort-
able February temperatures, and the 
slate of activities and entertainment, 
there may never be a better time or 
place to shop for RVs and RV gear than 
February’s Good Sam RV Super Show.

Good Sam Club members get special 
deals on registration, dry camping and 
day passes. For details and to reserve 
a spot, call 866-838-5299 or visit 
www.goodsamrvshow.com.

A new money-stretching program 
rewards members for renewing their 
Good Sam Club membership. Called 
Good Sam Perks, the program thanks 
members for their loyalty by providing 
access to one-time deep discounts, 
two-for-one deals and frequent-value 
savings from big national brands, 
small-town shops and everything 
in between. The Good Sam Perks 
website lists participating merchants 
and discounts, and a smartphone 
app makes it easy to access mobile-
redeemable coupons.

For details, call 866-799-4092 or 
go to www.goodsam.com/perks.

REV IT UP IN ARIZONA
Good Sam picks up the pace in Phoenix this February
Good Sam Club members and RV enthusiasts will roll into Arizona’s Phoenix Inter-
national Raceway, February 23 through 26, 2017, to shop for RVs, browse the latest 
RV gear and mingle with fellow RVers at the inaugural Good Sam RV Super Show.
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By Alan Rider

SO MANY ADVENTURES, SO LITTLE TIME
The hardest part about a visit to Utah’s Canyon lands National Park is deciding where you’ll start

It’s common to describe a particularly diffi cult 
dilemma as being between a rock and a hard place. 
Which is, somewhat ironically, exactly the situation you 
may fi nd yourself in on your fi rst visit to southeastern 

Utah’s Canyonlands National Park.
If that sounds like a curious assertion with which to lead 

off a travel article, allow us to explain. You see, newcomers 
to Canyonlands are inevitably faced with a rather unique 
quandary: Namely, which of this rocky park’s dozens of 
hard-core adventures you’ll want to try fi rst. 

Decisions, Decisions
While it’s true that virtually all of America’s national 
parks have their adventurous side, the 527 square miles 
of Canyon lands National Park have long been known as a 

serious playground for lovers of all things outdoors.
Part of the explanation for this popularity can be found 

in the park’s diverse geography. In fact, the best way to 
wrap your head around this, the largest national park in 
Utah, is to understand that Canyonlands is divided into four 
distinct districts, or regions. 

By far, the most visited part of Canyonlands is the north-
ernmost section known as the Island in the Sky. With its 
proximity to both the go-for-it town of Moab and the jaw-
dropping scenery of Arches National Park (defi nitely worth 
the detour), this large mesa is one of the two most easily 
accessed areas of the park and therefore a great place to 
start your visit. 

The second most popular and equally accessible region 
of Canyonlands is known as The Needles. One look at the 
spire-like formations that are this southeastern section of 
the park’s signature feature and you’ll understand where it 
gets its name. 

The Green and Colorado rivers play such an important 
role in the Canyonlands landscape that they can be thought 
of as part of the park in their own right. Consider for a 

Our yearlong celebration of the National Park Service’s 100th 
birthday here on the pages of MotorHome magazine may be 
drawing to a close, but we’re not quite done yet. Our monthly 
Find Your Adventure series carries on as we direct your attention 
to a park with one of the widest variety of adventures — from 
mild to wild — to be had anywhere in the 400-plus units under the 
protection of the National Park Service.

Mesa Arch is accessible via a short hike and is a popular site for sunrise photography. 
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moment that this part of southeastern 
Utah is an area where summertime 
temperatures frequently break into 
the triple digits and you’ll begin to 
understand the appeal of exploring 
these two waterways.

While those meandering rivers take 
some effort to get to know, exploring 
them is a relatively straightforward 
matter compared to Canyonlands’ 
most remote region known as The 
Maze. This compact area in the south-
western corner of the park has been 
described as one of America’s 10 most 
dangerous places to hike because of 
its confusing terrain, lack of water and 
unrelenting sun, but dedicated seekers 
of solitude will fi nd it offers just what 
they’re looking for.

Adventures: Island in the Sky
There are only 20 miles of paved roads 
in the Island in the Sky section of Can-

SO MANY ADVENTURES, SO LITTLE TIME
The hardest part about a visit to Utah’s Canyon lands National Park is deciding where you’ll start

Getting There
You will have to visit each district of the park separately, as no bridges or roads connect the 
districts within the park. To reach the Island in the Sky region, take U.S. Highway 191 to Utah State 
Route 313 (10 miles north of Moab) and then drive southwest 22 miles. To reach The Needles 
region, drive U.S. 191 40 miles south of Moab to Utah State Route 211 and continue roughly 35 
miles west. The Maze is the least accessible region and requires a four-wheel-drive vehicle, as the 
roads are unpaved. To reach Hans Flat Ranger Station, take Interstate 70 to Utah State Route 24 
south for 24 miles. A left turn just beyond the turnoff to Goblin Valley State Park will take you along 
a two-wheel-drive dirt road; continue 46 miles to the ranger station.CANYONLANDS NATIONAL PARK 

Above from left: The Needles region was 
named for the colorful spires of Cedar Mesa 
Sandstone that highlight the area. This Green 
River overlook rewards visitors with the beauty 
of the desert. The verdant river corridors are 
a stark contrast to the hot terrain above.

yonlands National Park, but don’t let 
that fool you. There’s enough adventure 
here to keep you busy for days.

For starters, there’s the short 
½-mile trail to Mesa Arch. While that 
name might not mean anything to you, 
there’s a good chance you’ve seen it 
in sunrise photographs, where the 
glowing stone span frames views of 
nearby Washer Woman Arch and the 
distant snowcapped La Sal Mountains. 

There are the usual short hiking 
trails, like the ones to the meteor 
crater known as Upheaval Dome and 
the aptly named Grand View Overlook. 
But the Island’s real claim to fame is 
the unpaved 100-mile track called the 
White Rim Road, which runs around 
the mesa’s circumference just below 
the park’s more touristy viewpoints.

There are two ways to experience 
the White Rim Road, and both are 
equally adventurous. Hardy mountain 

bikers can explore it via pedal power 
(generally, three-to-four days). Or, 
for a less strenuous option, you can 
also travel the White Rim Road by 
four-wheel-drive vehicle (two-to-three 
days). Though you could conceivably do 
either route on your own, in both cases 
your best bet is to sign up for one of 
the organized multiday tours offered by 
a number of Moab outfi tters. 

Adventures: The Needles
As memorable as those adventures 
may be, The Needles region of Canyon-
lands National Park has its own unique 
diversions in store.

The fun starts along Utah State 
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SO MANY ADVENTURES, SO LITTLE TIME

Route 211 before you even reach the 
park entrance station, with a stop at 
the roadside pullout for Newspaper 
Rock. While you may have seen 
ancient petroglyphs in other places, 
nothing can prepare you for the 
rock art explosion you’ll fi nd here. 
Highlights of this collection of more 
than 1,500-year-old drawings include 
wheels, strange footprints, horseback-
mounted riders and a collection of 
beings that look like they’ve just 
stepped off an alien spacecraft.

Just a short drive down the road 
you’ll come upon an area of cliffs 
known as Indian Creek, famous with 
rock climbers from around the world 
for the long vertical cracks that make 
for excellent hand- and foot-holds. You 
can simply watch these Spiderman-
like athletes in action, or you try it for 
yourself with the help of folks from 

IF YOU GO
Here are some things to keep in mind 
as you plan your visit to Canyonlands 
National Park:

Logistics: First, you should remember 
that The Needles district is a 75-mile 
drive south out of Moab, making it 
actually a little closer to the town of 
Blanding. To spare yourself the long 
commute, you may want to consider 
splitting your stay between the two 
towns. There is no fuel or food available 
in the park, so fi ll up prior to arrival.

Outdoor Etiquette: Part of being a 
respectful visitor is knowing where you 
can and can’t go. In hiking, mountain 
biking and four-wheel-drive operation, 
that means staying on marked trails and 
roads, lest you do long-term damage to 
the desert environment’s all-important 
cryptobiotic soil crust. Note that ATVs, 
OHVs and UTVs are not permitted in 
the park, and all motorbikes must be 
interstate-legal.

Camping: Both The Needles (Squaw Flat 
Campground, 26 sites) and Island in the 
Sky (Willow Flat Campground, 12 sites) 
regions of Canyonlands feature primitive 
campgrounds with a 28-foot-length 
limit on RVs they can accommodate. The 
good news is that there are a number of 
commercial RV parks and BLM camp-
grounds available outside of the park; 
check out the Good Sam North American 
RV Travel & Savings Guide for more 
information. 

Permits: Permits are required for all 
overnight trips in the backcountry. 
During the peak seasons of spring and 
fall, demand for permits frequently 
exceeds the number available, so it’s a 
good idea to make reservations well in 
advance or go with a local outfi tter.

Guides/Outfi tters: To fi nd a list of local 
guides and outfi tters, check out the 
listings put together by the Utah Guides 
and Outfi tters Association (UGO) at www.
utah-adventures.com.

any number of rock climbing schools 
in Moab, who’ll quite literally show you 
the ropes and then teach you what to 
do with them.

Inside the park boundaries, be 
sure to check out the old cowboy camp 
known as Cave Spring Camp and 
the prehistoric ancestral Puebloan 
dwelling known as the Roadside 
Ruin. You can also take the approxi-
mately 11-mile round-trip hike to the 
confl uence of the Green and Colorado 
rivers, where the sheer 1,000-foot 
cliffs offer uncommon views of both 
the intersection of these two historic 
rivers and the park’s Island in the Sky 
and Maze districts. 

Adventures: The Rivers
As for the Green and the Colorado 
rivers, which have done so much to 
shape Canyonlands National Park, 

Above: Needles offers about 50 miles of challenging backcountry roads that require high-clear-
ance 4WD vehicles. The 100-mile White Rim Road leads bicyclists around and below the Island in 
the Sky mesa top. The entire trip generally takes three to four days by mountain bike.

Canyon vistas abound in the 
park, which offers hundreds of 
miles of trails. Be sure to bring water. 
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Canyonlands National Park

435-719-2313, www.nps.gov/cany
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877-572-4889

well, they have their own adventures 
to offer.

Where to begin depends on the 
degree of thrills you’re seeking. Above 
the Confl uence, you can go for a 
relaxed fl at-water fl oat by raft, canoe, 
kayak or even stand-up paddleboard. 
No matter which craft you choose, 
these desert rivers will give you a 
chance to see this rugged red-rock 
country from a perspective very few 
Canyonlands visitors will ever know.

If, on the other hand, you’re looking 
for something to get the adrenaline 
fl owing, you’ll want to focus on the 
waters of the Colorado below the 
Confl uence. This 14-mile stretch is 
known as Cataract Canyon, home of 
some of the wildest whitewater (up to 
Class V rapids) in the western U.S., 
especially in the spring, where uncon-
trolled snowmelt-fueled fl ows roar 
down the narrow channel. You’ll fi nd 
multiple outfi tters offering whitewater 
trips that will give you a taste of what 
Grand Canyon explorer John Wesley 

Powell experienced when he quite 
literally put this area on the map in 
1869. 

If you come down somewhere 
between the two excitement extremes, 
allow us to suggest a jet-boat 
excursion. These outings give you 
much the same laid-back perspective 
on the river as the tamer fl at-water 
fl oat trips with a few exciting moments 
like 360-degree spins thrown in for 
good measure, making them an ideal 
compromise for couples or families 
with different thrill tolerances.

Adventures: The Maze
Located west of The Needles, on the 
opposite side of the Colorado River, 
The Maze region is perhaps Canyon-
lands’ toughest nut to crack. Getting 
to and through this remote, rugged 
part of the park requires more time 
and preparation, to say nothing of the 
proper rations and gear, in addition to 
advanced map-reading skills.

While it’s certainly possible to 
travel through The Maze on your own, 
it’s a much wiser move to go with one 
of the outfi tters you’ll fi nd operating 
out of the towns of Moab and Blanding. 
Options range from guided four-wheel-
drive expeditions and mountain-biking 
tours to multiday backpacking trips 
through this hot, dry and diffi cult-to-
navigate terrain.

The amount of effort it takes to 
spend time in The Maze is directly pro-
portional to the reward, however. Here, 
100 miles from anything that remotely 
resembles civilization, you’ll fi nd a 
place tailor-made for those who truly 
want to get away from it all, even if only 
for a few short days.

A Good Place to Be
Ultimately, no matter which corner of 
Canyonlands National Park you decide 
to explore, you’ll fi nd yourself faced 
with more than a dozen different 
adventure options, proving conclu-
sively that between a rock and a hard 
place is actually a pretty good place 
to be. 

SO MANY ADVENTURES, SO LITTLE TIME

Island in the Sky mesa sits atop sandstone cliffs more than 1,000 feet above the surrounding area. 
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our motorhome, but not before I notice 
that he is upset. Our pit stop landed us 
on a fire-ant colony and they are biting 
Theo’s tummy, leaving small, red welts 
in their wake. My husband and I brush 
them off of him, cringing as the ants 
turn on us, but we are soon back on 
the road.

This is just one experience we’ve 
had with our dog on the road, but 
it’s one that may deter people from 
bringing along their pets in the 
motorhome. A lot of people choose to 

“Theo has to go potty, 
RIGHT NOW!” I’m 
scrambling to pick up our 
four-month-old puppy as 

my husband, Andy, tries to find a safe 
place to pull over on the side of the 
road. We are in Arkansas, driving our 
motorhome on the way to our next 
RV site. We take the first random exit 
ramp and I quickly slip on my shoes, 
fasten the harness and leash to Theo, 
and step into the ditch. He relieves 
himself quickly and we get back into 

Here’s how two 
RVers, two dogs, 
two cats and one 

bird set out to 
enjoy life on the 

road full time

By Angela McLaughlin

Above: Angela and her husband, Andy, enjoy life in their National RV motorhome with the McLaughlin menagerie. The animals, from left to right, 
are Piper, Ellie, Theo and Lila. Pica, a sun conure parakeet, is resting on Andy’s shoulder.
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Clockwise from above: Ellie 
and Lila enjoy their kitty crawl 
space, which is a converted TV 
cabinet. Pica hangs out in her 
mounted cage, which sets up 
in the windshield area of the 
motorhome so it doesn’t take 
up any usable space. Theo and 
Piper relax after a long hike. 
When Angela and Andy leave 
the dogs alone in the motor-
home, they set the thermostat 
to a comfortable temperature.
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bring their pets with them on vacation, 
but not all would consider traveling 
with them full time, especially while 
living in a motorhome with the number 
of animals we have. In 2015, Andy and 
I sold our home in St. Paul, Minnesota, 
quit our jobs, and set out in our 1997 
National RV Dolphin motorhome 
towing a 1988 Jeep Wrangler. At 34 
feet long with about 300 square feet 
with the living-room slide extended, 
the two of us travel with two dogs, two 
cats and a bird. 

We had many reasons for making 
the decision to full-time, but it boiled 
down to being sick of working 50-60 
hours a week and hardly seeing each 
other. We spent most of our shifts 
dreaming of our next vacation, and it 
eventually hit us that this wasn’t what 
life was meant to be. We looked down 
the path we were on, at how our life 
would be in 10, 20 or 30 years, and 
decided we didn’t like what we saw. 
So, at the ripe ages of 27 and 28, we 
decided to retire.

Andy and I do not have children 
in the sense of human kids, but we 
do have pets; we consider them all 
non-negotiable members of the 
family. When we concocted the plan 
of traveling in a motorhome, we were 
faced with the obstacle of how to 
include our pet family into our new 
life. The thought of leaving our human 
friends and families in Minnesota was 
painful, but we knew that we could still 
be happy as long as we had our furry/
feathered family members with us.

While shopping for our new 
motorhome, foremost in our thoughts 
was how to make it work with our pets. 
We quickly eliminated fi fth-wheels, 
travel trailers and toy-hauler trailers 
because we could not easily ride with 
all of us in the cab of a truck, and I was 
not comfortable having our pets ride 
behind while towing, not knowing if 
they were OK or if something had slid 
out of place. After touring more than 
50 motorhomes, we settled on our 
Class A National RV Dolphin. It was a 
perfectly manageable size with all the 
details we were looking for: nice coun-
tertops, partial hardwood fl oors and 

space for our pets (not to mention that 
it was animal-themed, with dolphins 
everywhere). I was immediately in love.

We spent months preparing our 
home in St. Paul for sale, and while 
showing it to potential buyers, our pets 
stayed at my parents’ house. It was 
hard to be away from our pets, even 
for only a few days at a time. We knew 
that we were making the right decision 

to bring them with us on the road … 
or at least we hoped it was the right 
decision. When our beautiful 1897-built 
home sold to a young couple, I was 
heartbroken at the thought of saying 
goodbye, but optimistic as we drove 
back to our motorhome that night. 
For the fi rst time, the Dolphin was 
our home. I was fi lled with a mixture 
of terror, regret, disbelief and over-

The McLaughlin’s camping spot in the bluffs of Iowa during the Halloween season. 
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whelming excitement.
We saved up money over the next several months, 

living with the motorhome parked in my parents’ 
driveway. I never thought I would move back home (and 
technically I guess I still hadn’t), but this was the only 
way to make our dream of traveling come true. When we 
weren’t working like crazy, we were getting the coach 
road-ready, and getting our animals accustomed to their 
new home. Our cats took the longest to adjust to the 
new scents and noises our motorhome made. The fi rst 
time the water pump turned on, my cat, Lila, ran and 
hid for more than an hour. Eventually, with the help of a 
few treats, everyone started to come around. Once the 
calendar turned to October, we had quit our jobs, said our 
goodbyes and were heading off on the open road, unsure 
of where life would take us, but ready for an adventure.

We knew that the most diffi cult family member to 
travel with would be our bird, Pica. She is a sun conure 
that we hand-fed as a baby and who is now nearly 10 
years old. She had been accustomed to a large cage and 
room of her own, so we weren’t sure how she would 
handle the downsize. We were also concerned about the 
safety aspects of fumes from cooking and cleaning in 
such a small space.

After a lot of research, we ended up buying an acrylic 
birdcage. We could strap it to our dining-room table 

MOTORHOME MENAGERIE

“Our pets enrich our 
traveling experience 
by making us feel more 
complete while on 
the road.”

while we were driving, and mount it in the front windshield 
while parked. This meant that her cage would not take up 
any usable space while in camp, since the windshield can 
often be dead space in a motorhome. After more research, 
we purchased ceramic cookware and natural cleaning 
supplies. These, combined with proper ventilation, created 
the safe environment we needed to include Pica in our 
journey.

Our next concerns were the cats, Ellie and Lila, now 
2 and 7 years old, who were used to roaming a two-story 
house with multiple litter boxes. Where the heck do you put 
a litter box in a motorhome? And, how do you make sure 
it doesn’t smell like urine every time you walk inside the 
motorhome? Our answer was to place the litter box in a 
cabinet originally meant to be a clothes hamper, to remove 
the cabinet door so they had easy access and to switch 
them to Blue Buffalo’s walnut-based litter, which cuts out 
the dust and is great for odor control. For entertainment 
(and to help preserve the furniture), we brought a small cat 
tree and corrugated cardboard scratching boards that we 
installed under our dining-room chairs. 

We also include regular walks outside, with the cats 
on their harnesses. It took a little effort to get them used 
to their harnesses, but we wanted them to be safe outside. 
We found that the easiest way to do this was to let the cats 
wear the harnesses around inside the motorhome, just to 
get acclimated. We fed them their favorite wet foods so they 
would associate their harnesses with good things. When 
we take them outside, we typically just let them roam the 
area, dragging their leashes on the ground behind them. 
They don’t normally wander too far or try to run, but the 
leash and harness are extra security that makes them 
easier to catch and bring back inside. If the leash catches 
on something, they still try to slip the harness, so we always 
stay close while they explore. After converting the old TV 
cabinet into a hidey-hole for them, we managed to complete 
our cat-friendly RV transformation. 

Theo and Piper, our dogs, are wonderful travelers. Theo 
(or as Andy calls him, “Ted”) was only 3 months old when 
we left on our adventure, so he grew up only knowing life 
on the road. Piper, almost 5 years old, has always adjusted 
well as long as she has Andy nearby. She loves to explore 
with him, always by his side when he is around. With her, 
the biggest thing we’ve had to learn is to put the cat food 
away when we leave. After three broken dishes, we’ve 
fi nally learned our lesson.

The dogs are the easiest travelers — no surprises there. 
We haven’t had any trouble fi nding campgrounds that 
accept dogs, but we do our research and call ahead to be 
sure. We always try to look for places that have hiking trails 
nearby, and since we don’t like to be crammed in sardine-

Left: Andy, Theo and Piper watch the waves on a beach in 
Southern California. Regular walks and outside time are a must 
when traveling with pets, not only for potty breaks, but also for 
exercise and for everybody’s overall well-being.
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style like many RV parks, we tend to 
shy away from such places in favor of 
state and county campgrounds. When 
we do need to leave the dogs alone, 
we make sure to leave our motorhome 
nicely temperature-controlled and we 
put our little guy, Theo, into a crate 
so he doesn’t get into trouble. Those 
innocent eyes don’t fool anyone when 
you’re staring at a pile of torn-up paper 
on the fl oor. As far as their routine 
goes, it is very similar to what we did in 
our house: plenty of outside time, but 
more than enough time for cuddling 
as well. Though easy to travel with, 
the dogs take up the most space out of 
everyone. 

As in any motorhome, there is 
always the issue of storage. Finding 
room to keep dog food, cat food, litter, 
leashes, harnesses, medical supplies, 
treats, toys, kennels and bird supplies 
means giving up space initially meant 
for us. By far, our biggest challenge 
is keeping our motorhome clean. 
The upside of a small space is that it 
doesn’t take long to clean; we just have 
to do it every day! After investing in an 
awesome vacuum — a Shark Rocket 
Ultra-Light — that is lightweight and 

breaks apart for storage, we’ve suc-
cessfully battled the fur-and-feather 
dust bunnies invading our motorhome.

We’ve learned a lot about 
ourselves and our relationship from 
this experience. Most of all, we’ve 
learned that what makes a peaceful 
home environment is for everyone 
to have their own space when they 
need it. Piper and Theo have separate 
beds, Ellie and Lila have their tree and 
cat-hole, and Pica has her cage and 
playpen. Andy and I can get away just 
by going outside for a walk. 

Andy and I are thankful that we 
made the decision to travel with our 
pets, and we all have adapted quickly 
to life in a motorhome. Our pets enrich 
our traveling experience by making 
us feel more complete while on the 
road. Hiking and swimming with the 
dogs, bird-watching with the cats 
and sharing meal times and movies 
with our bird make it feel like a real 

home. Our pets have been with us 
through wildfi re scares in Oklahoma, 
unexpected snowstorms in New 
Mexico and rainstorms in Missouri that 
threatened to sink us into the mud, 
and they’ve been along down windy, 
slippery mountain roads when we 
weren’t sure we would make it to the 
bottom. They may not have known the 
dangers we were facing, but they were 
there to comfort us afterward. 

Though we gave up a life in 
Minnesota, we’ve created a new one 
on the road in our motorhome. With 
all of us together, each campsite or RV 
park feels like home. We get to travel 
with our family, exploring amazing 
places and meeting people who, like 
ourselves, want to travel with their 
pets. It’s not only a possibility — it’s the 
most fulfi lling option for people who 
view their pets as family. 

MOTORHOME MENAGERIE

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Angela and Andy are currently residing as park hosts in Southern California. 
If you would like to follow them on their journey, and learn more about how 
they travel with their pets, visit www.thewanderingdolphin.com.

Above: Caught in an unexpected snowstorm while camping in New Mexico. This was 
Theo’s fi rst snow experience, and he took to the white stuff right away. Right: Theo stays 
warm inside Andy’s jacket. Theo has been a full-time RVer since he was 3 months old.
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Mercedes
Class B

Mercedes
Class B+

Ford
Class B+

Most motorhome bodies are 
made of multiple pieces of fiber-
glass that are joined together 

— and every seam is a potential leak or 
squeak.

Coach House is different. The Coach 
House Platinum® and Platinum II® are 
constructed with a patented one-piece 
hand-laid fiberglass shell, reinforced 
with carbon fiber. The result is an RV that 
is quieter and more durable than one 
manufactured in the traditional way.

Our one-piece shell is more costly 
and difficult to make, but we wouldn’t 
have it any other way. Nor would our 
loyal customers, some of whom are now 
driving their fourth or even fifth Coach 
House motorhome! 

Beyond the unique one-piece shell, 
here are some of the other factors that 
make the downsized Platinum and 
Platinum II your best motorhome value:

•  More standard features than any 
other motorhome in their class.

•  Professionally decorated interiors 
with solid-surface countertops, 
porcelain toilets, name-brand 
appliances, 32-inch HDTV, and 
more.

•  Choice of chassis: Ford E-450 (gas) 
or Mercedes Sprinter (diesel).

•  Nationwide warranty service.
•  High ratings for ride and safety.

For those who like the

STRONG, SILENT TYPE

BUY FACTORY-DIRECT AND SAVE!
Coach House motorhomes are sold direct from the 

factory — there is no middleman. The “Coach House 
Buying Experience” includes: personal attention from 
courteous employees; a generous trade-in allowance 

for your current RV; on-the-spot financing (for qualified 
buyers); and instruction in how to operate your new RV.

VISIT THE COACH HOUSE PLANT 
See for yourself what makes a Coach House motor-
home so special. Visit our factory at I-75 exit 195 near 
Venice, Fla., where a knowledgeable salesperson 
can take you on a personal plant tour and show you 
the latest models on display in our showroom. Open 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday–Friday or by appointment.

COACH HOUSE, INC. 3480 TECHNOLOGY DRIVE · NOKOMIS, FL 34275 (941) 485-0984 TOLL-FREE 1-800-235-0984
VISIT US ONLINE AT www.coachhouserv.com· PLANT TOURS AVAILABLE. PLEASE CALL AHEAD.

PLATINUM II 
Mercedes Sprinter chassis

PLATINUM 
Ford E-450 Super Duty chassis

Coach House® makes a quieter, more durable RV

Coach 
House’s 
patented  
one-piece  
hand-laid 
fiberglass  
shell is 
unique 
in the RV 
industry

Mercedes
Class B+

Ford
Class B+

Mercedes
Class B
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Shock And Awe

TEST  F O R E T R A V E L  I H - 4 5

Put reason and sensibility aside for a moment, and step inside the 2017 Foretravel ih-45, 
one of the most technologically advanced luxury coaches on the market

There’s something about 
a 45-foot luxury motorcoach 
that seems to evoke emotional 

responses. First, there’s shock: 
“Wow! How big is that thing?” Then, 
awe: “What a beautiful motorhome!” 
Followed shortly thereafter by dismay, 
sometimes even visible disgust, at the 
price tag. “Nearly $1.4 million for a 
motorhome?! I could buy a really nice 
house with that!”

Indeed, you could. But then again, 

a coach like this is intended to be your 
home, and an amazingly well-equipped 
one at that. Consider what it would cost 
to have your home built from scratch, 
then expertly painted, decorated and 
furnished to your specifi cations. Then, 
fi t with the fi nest appliances, state-of-
the-art electronics and audio/visual 
equipment, and you can see how it 
starts to add up — but that’s only part 
of the picture. This particular home is 
also designed to transport you and your 

family anyplace your heart desires in 
fi ve-star resort comfort whenever you 
want. So, does all this justify a seven 
fi gure price tag? For most, no — but 
that’s one of the reasons Foretravel 
Motorcoach of Nacogdoches, Texas, 
only builds around 18 of its bespoke 
ih-45 coaches a year. Step into one, 
and you’ll instantly understand the 
appeal — you may even start a mental 
list of accounts and possessions that 
can be liquidated in order to cover the 

ABOVE: Each Foretravel ih-45 paint job is custom and takes between 500 and 1,000 hours to complete. Among the changes for 2017 are a new front-cap 
design, new storage doors and a new basement design. Exterior television (not pictured) deploys from the rear of the forward slideout. 

By Chris Hemer
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BELOW: Interior includes a new ceiling-recess design, Premier Ebony high-gloss laminate 
cabinets and contrasting furniture/countertops. Master suite features a king bed with night-
stands and overhead cabinets. Television rises from large wardrobe area when it is switched on.

down payment. Do I really want to send 
Johnny to college? Nah, he can pay for 
it himself.

Established in 1967, Foretravel 
ranks as one of the original custom 
coach builders — and “custom” isn’t 
a word it takes lightly. Once the down 
payment is taken, Foretravel begins 
building your coach from the bottom 
up, starting with its own chassis, the 
Foretravel Travelride II. Aside from 
massive 1⁄4-by-10-inch steel channel 
rails and 3⁄8-inch steel tubing modules, 
the Travelride II features some pretty 
impressive equipment. Two outboard 
airbags per wheel on the rear and one 
per wheel up front with an HWH Active 
Air system automatically sense changes 
in direction and brake dive, and instan-
taneously increases air pressure to the 

appropriate bags to keep the coach’s
attitude flat. There is one massive 
air-actuated brake disc per wheel, 
including the tag axle. Motivation comes 
from a Cummins ISX15 diesel engine 
generating 600 hp along with a massive 
1,950 LB-FT of torque, routed through an 
Allison 4000MHR six-speed automatic 
transmission with a somewhat unique 
feature: A hydraulic retarder that takes 
the place of a traditional engine brake. 
Foretravel claims that, in its experience, 
the retarder works better than an 
engine brake and is completely silent in 
operation. 

Of course, at this price point you can 
expect nothing but the best mechanical 
systems as well, so Foretravel equips 
its ih-45 with HWH fully automatic 
leveling and hydraulic actuation of the 

flush-mount slideouts. What makes 
this latter feature unique in a Foretravel 
motorcoach is what the company calls 
Fore-Slide technology, a multi-step 
process unlike anything you’ve ever 
seen in an “ordinary” motorhome. 
When a slide is deployed, a panel in the 
floor opens, then drops, and the edge 
of the slideout settles in. The panel 
then raises to meet the slideout edge, 
creating a perfectly flat floor. Foretravel 
artisans even design the floor tiles so 
that the seam is almost invisible. Once 
the slideout is in place, a pneumatic 
bladder around the circumference of 
the box inflates, creating an airtight 
seal that prevents light, dirt and even 
sound from entering. It all happens like 
a carefully orchestrated mechanical 
play, except there is definitely no drama 
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TEST   F O R E T R A V E L  I H - 4 5

2 0 1 7  F O R E T R A V E L  I H - 4 5

BUNK BEDS

FULL GUEST BATH L-SHAPED SOFA

WARDROBE

GALLEY FIXED DINETTEREAR MASTER BATH

KING BED

here. 
Most of what Foretravel builds is to 

the customer’s order, but occasionally 
the company creates a show model to 
demonstrate what is possible, which 
is the case with the test unit you see 
here. Industry wide, there has been an 
uptick in interest for models that have 
sleeping accommodations for kids — 
and while the market Foretravel plays 
in doesn’t ordinarily get these types 
of requests, they’ve been coming in 
frequently enough for the company to 
build its own interpretation of a family 
motorcoach. And as you might expect, it 
takes the concept several steps beyond, 
with two lavishly equipped bunk beds 
amidships and two full bathrooms. 
Each bunk is equipped with its own 
window, fl at-screen television, Blu-ray 
player, color-changing LED accent 
lighting and appropriate outlets for 
gaming consoles. And, because both 
bunks feature solid, sliding doors, 
each area is equipped with its own 
air-conditioning registers as well. It’s 
truly a kid’s paradise — in fact, you’ll 
probably forget you even have kids until 
mealtime.

Directly across the hall from the 
bunks is a bathroom fi t for a prince 
or princess. Behind the porcelain 
macerator toilet with pushbutton 
activation is hand-laid tumbled marble 
subway tile, while the countertop 
is backed with glass mosaic tile in 
complementing earth tones. The vanity 
is small, but well-equipped, with a 
quartz surface and a brushed-nickel 
residential faucet, plus three drawers 
and a medicine cabinet. The showstop-
per here, though, is the spa-inspired 
shower, with a tumbled-rock shower 
pan, matching subway tile, residen-
tial fi xtures and a thick glass door. In 
either bathroom, or anywhere in the 
coach, for that matter, you get a truly 
residential experience even when 
you’re not hooked up to a city-water 
connection. That’s because the ih-45 
is fi tted with a monster of a water 
pump — a Headhunter Mach 5 that is 
about the size of a half-gallon bottle 
and generates up to 20 gallons per 
minute in almost total silence. It’s 
complemented by a Headhunter Puffer 

accumulator tank designed to eliminate 
water hammer and reduce pump 
cycling, as well as to store pressurized 
water for fl ushing the toilets. Truly, you 
can’t tell the difference between pump 
and city connection — it’s that good. 

The rear master bedroom is 
separated from the hall and living area 
by a pocket door — and both this and 
the one that isolates the rear master 
bathroom are pneumatically operated. 
Push a button, and the door in question 
slides shut in almost complete silence. 
The bedroom itself is appropriately 
equipped with a comfy king bed with 
nightstands, a padded headboard, and 
overhead cabinets. At the foot of the bed 
is a large wardrobe in a slideout with his 
and hers cabinets for hanging clothes, 
and a chest of drawers. You won’t notice 
the 40-inch LED TV until you turn it on, 
at which point it rises silently from the 
countertop.

The rear bath is similarly equipped 
to the guest bath, except there is a large 
cabinet next to the toilet that conceals 
a stacked washer/dryer. What makes 
this space unique, however, you may 
miss completely unless you’ve owned 
a rear bath diesel pusher in the past: 
There is no step up into the bathroom. 
Ordinarily, some clearance is required 
for the coach’s monstrous powerplant 
just below the fl oor — but Foretravel 
engineers found that, by changing 
the fan-drive system, they gained 
enough clearance to make a fl at fl oor 
throughout. 

The main living space in the test 
unit was fairly ordinary by luxury-
motorhome standards, meaning that 
it has everything you would expect in 

a coach of this caliber. Top-of-the-line 
appliances, handmade cabinetry, quartz 
countertops and plenty of LED lighting 
made the inside of the ih-45 feel like 
a luxury high-rise apartment. But it’s 
those small, sometimes invisible details 
that make the biggest difference. 
Multiplex panels to control the lighting 
are everywhere and are logically placed 
for the zone you’re in — but even this 
technology is starting to become com-
monplace in the luxury RV segment. 
So, new for this year is iPad integra-
tion — where everything in the coach 
can be controlled and/or monitored 
through one of these popular tablets. 
To watch the two fl at-screen televisions 
in the living area, for example, we fi rst 
touched a button on the multiplex panel 
near the couch to lower the 48-inch 
unit from the ceiling above the cockpit. 
Then, we simply chose A/V from the 
tablet’s main menu, selected the living-
area icon and touched “TV.” Doing so 
fi red up the DirecTV box and turned 
on the main TV simultaneously. From 
here, we used the same menu screen to 
select “TV2” and then both TVs were on. 

WHAT’S HOT 

WHAT’S NOT 

Gorgeous paint job, new front-cap design, 
superlative driving experience.

Too pricey for most.

REFRIGERATOR
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Enjoy the benefits of lot 
ownership in our friendly, active 

senior community in sunny Arizona. 

For Information
Call: 520-450-2966 

or email: 
desertgardens@cgmailbox.com

 Simply said, “We sell better RV sites for less.” We have no small sites. 40’ x 50’ size start 
at $16,600.  Next largest, 55’ x 60’ start at $22,000. Our largest are 60’ x 70’ and start at 
only $26,000.  All have water, sewer, and electric. No other park can compare.  
 The dues are $87.50 per month and include everything except electric and individual 
lot maintenance and insurance.  We are a not-for-profit, member owned co-operative, and 
therefore offer no formal financing, but do have some deferred payment options. Closing 
costs are only $175. For 2016 first timer rental specials Call 520-868-3800 or email 
businessofficedesertgardensrv@yahoo.com.    
 We’re located near Florence, AZ, and have 266 sites on 73 acres with all the amenities 
you’d expect at a price you can afford. There is still a great selection, but lots are selling fast. 
Visit www.desertgardensrvpark.com to see what we’re all about and what’s here for you.

There are also icons for the bedroom 
and both bunks. 

This is only a small portion of what 
the system can do. You can turn on/dim 
lights in any zone, raise/lower individual 
or all power roller shades, adjust the 
climate-control system (both A/C and 
AquaHot hydronic system, by zone) 
turn the water pump on/off, operate 
the generator, even dump the gray/
black holding tank. You can also check 
the battery-charge level, monitor the 
six-security camera system (with DVR), 
change the color(s) of the infinitely 

adjustable exterior LED light system, 
and more. How many times have you 
gone to bed at night and forgot to turn 
off a light or adjust the climate-control 
system up or down? With the conve-
nience of iPad integration, you’ll never 
have to do that again. Unless, of course, 
you forget to bring the iPad into the 
bedroom with you.

The coach’s various systems can 
also be controlled by a single touch-
screen panel behind a small door in the 
hallway, and it’s easy to use. Categories 
are all laid out in buttons, such as 

Galley features quartz 
countertops, two-burner 
induction cooktop, 
residential stainless 
convection microwave 
and stainless-steel sink 
with cover. Countertop 
extension is held closed 
by electromagnets 
during travel. Couch 
with extension has TV 
above for viewing from 
swiveling cockpit seats 
or dinette. 

Climate, Water and Genset. Touch 
climate, and you can see what zones 
are currently activated (living room, 
kitchen, bed and bath), as well as set 
temperature and outside temperature. 
The home screen tells you, at a glance, 
what your freshwater and waste levels 
are, house and chassis battery voltage, 
even the performance of both legs in 
the 50-amp system (amps and volts).

Having so many systems in a 
relatively small space means acces-
sibility for maintenance and trouble-
shooting is key. So, in addition to two 
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Specifi cations
Chassis
Model ih-45
Engine Cummins ISX15
SAE Hp 600 @ 1,800 rpm
Torque 1,950 lb-ft @ 1,200 rpm
Transmission Allison 4000 MHR
Axle Ratio 4.30:1
Front Tires Michelin 365/70R22.5
Rear & Tag Axle Tires Michelin 315/80R22.5
Wheelbase 304”
Brakes Air disc, all wheels
Suspension F/R Independent front suspension 

with HWH Active Air, two air bags/ 
Rear four air bags/ Tag two air bags

Fuel Capacity 200 gal
Fuel Economy 5-8 mpg (average)  
Warranty Powertrain 24 months/24,000 miles 

bumper-to-bumper, 
5 years/100,000 miles structural

Coach
Exterior Length 45’
Exterior Width 8’ 6”
Exterior Height 13’ 2” (including roof A/C)
Interior Width 8' .5”
Interior Height 7’
Construction Aluminum framing in 

fl oor and roof; steel framing in walls; 
vacuum-bonded fi berglass side walls; 

CosmoLite one-piece, UV-resistant roof; 
structural block-foam insulation

Freshwater Capacity 135 gal
Black/Gray Tank Capacity 145 gal (one holding tank)
Water-Heater Aqua-Hot Hydronic
LP-Gas Capacity N/A
Air Conditioner (4 ) 15,000 Btu w/heat pump
Furnace Aqua -Hot  600D Hydronic,  65,600 Btu
Refrigerator 25.8 cubic foot
Inverter/Charger (2) 2,800 watt
Battery (3) Group 31 12-volt (chassis); 

(6) Group 4D deep cycle AGM (12-volt) 
AC generator 12.5 kW Onan diesel 
MSRP as tested $1,359,800

Wet Weight
(Water and  fuel tanks full, no supplies or pas-
sengers)
Front Axle 18,000 lbs
Rear Axle 19,640 lbs
Tag Axle 12,580 lbs 
Total 50,220 lbs

Chassis Ratings
GAWR
Front 20,000 lbs
Rear 23,000 lbs
Tag 14,000 lbs

GVWR 54,000 lbs
GCWR 74,000 lbs
ROCCC 3,780 lbs

TEST   F O R E T R A V E L  I H - 4 5

Foretravel Motorcoach
800-955-6226, www.foretravel.com

cavernous pass-through storage bays 
with power-operated slide-out trays, 
other baggage doors conceal neatly 
arranged electronics and plumbing. 
Control modules with labels for the 
systems they control in one. Nine 
batteries with textbook cabling in 
another. The water system, with the 
pump, accumulator, fi lters and win-
terizing valves front in center behind 
another, separate door. On the street 
side, you can easily see and reach 
anything in the Aqua-Hot system, and 
the utility center is obviously the result 
of experienced hands. It’s crafted from 
stainless steel and features a residen-
tial chrome faucet and soap dispenser, 
plus integrated hose reels for the power 
cord and freshwater supply. 

But as much as the ih-45 satisfi es 
the senses when it is parked, its 
mission in life is to eat up the miles, 
day after day, year after year — and it 
works beautifully in this respect as well. 
A new Silverleaf glass dashboard is a 
great addition for 2017, working as both 
an instrument cluster and a very handy 
checklist. If all systems are go, they’re 
all green; if the jacks are down or the 
shorepower cord is still connected 
when the ignition key is switched on, 
for example, these will be displayed in 
red. Once you get rolling, it will show a 
speedometer, tachometer and, because 
it’s user-programmable, anything else 
you’d like to keep tabs on. Of course, 

the steering wheel offers a tilt/telescop-
ing function, and the driver’s seat is an 
expensive Knoedler air-ride unit with 
multiple power adjustments. The front 
passenger’s seat is power adjustable, 
offers a foot rest and is heated as well.

Release the air-operated parking 
brake, select “D” from the shift console, 
and you’re off. The view from the 
windshield is vast and commanding, 
but comparatively short in height; the 
effect is like looking through a large car 
windshield instead of an offi ce-building 
window. Appropriate, considering that 
the Foretravel ih-45 drives like a car. 
The steering is remarkably accurate, 
the braking, especially when combined 
with the Allison transmission retarder 
is superlative, and the cornering 
completely fl at. Within 10 minutes, 
it’s easy to forget you’re driving a 
45-foot motorhome. And the fact 
that the driving experience is almost 
completely silent should lay to rest (no 
pun intended) any concerns about driver 
fatigue after many miles and hours 
behind the wheel.

Yes, a coach like the Foretravel 
ih-45 is much more than just an RV. It’s 
a traveling technological tour-de-force, 
a comfortable home, and a driver’s 
dream. Now … just how well is your 
portfolio performing, anyway? 

Each bunk bed features its own sliding door, fl at-screen television, LED lighting, air-conditioning 
registers, Blu-ray player and gaming-console outlets. The guest bath rivals the best spas with its 
workmanship and materials.
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* Government fees, state taxes, dealer fees and emissions testing charges as applicable will be added to comply with state vehicle codes. Freight and prep costs vary by state (Not applicable in CA, OH, TX, TN, GA, MS, LA, 
WA, OR or UT). Inventory and fl oorplans vary by location, not all advertised manufacturers available at participating dealers. New units will be delivered from the nearest authorized dealer. Contact your area dealer for 
availability. VIN numbers posted at dealership. ^All payments to qualifi ed buyers with approved credit. Subject to lender terms. **RV must be purchased at a participating Camping World RV Sales Dealership to qualify. 
O� er is not retroactive on previous RV purchases. Benefi ts are subject to certain limitations and restrictions, and are subject to change. Discounts and benefi ts o� ered through your Good Sam Elite membership for 3 
years from date of RV purchase. See dealer for full program details. Advertised inventory available at time of production. New unit photography for illustration purposes only. May not be combined with any other o� er 
and not applicable to prior sales. O� ers valid at any Camping World RV Sales or FreedomRoads dealer only. See dealer for details. © 2016 FreedomRoads, LLC.  CAMPING WORLD and the CAMPING WORLD Mountain 
Logo are registered trademarks of CWI, Inc. and used with permission.  Unauthorized use of any of CWI, Inc.’s trademarks is expressly prohibited.  All rights reserved. O� ers expire 11/6/16. FR076859-0816

866-9-RV-CENTER | CampingWorld.com/RV
Visit Your Local SuperCenter Today!

Good Sam ELITE

HUGE SAVINGS ON OUR ENTIRE INVENTORY OF MOTORIZED RVS!

BUY AN RV & BECOME A MEMBER!**

NEW CLASS A GAS
MOTORHOMES

BARTOW, FL  |  STK# 1270140 
S TA RT I N G  AT

NEW CLASS B GAS
MOTORHOMES

GREENWOOD, IN  |  STK# 1266616 
S TA RT I N G  AT

NEW CLASS A DIESEL
MOTORHOMES

CONCORD, NC  |  STK# 1211429 
S TA RT I N G  AT

NEW CLASS C MOTORHOMES
S TA RT I N G  AT

$54,995*
OR 

$329/MO.^

SAUKVILLE, WI  |  STK. #1300426 - Based on 10% down @ 4.99% APR for 240 mos.

$69,995*
OR 

$415/MO.^
$75,995*

OR 
$451/MO.^

$144,995*
OR 

$890/MO.^

Based on 10% down @ 4.99% APR for 240 mos. Based on 10% down @ 4.99% APR for 240 mos. Based on 10% down @ 4.99% APR for 240 mos.

PRICES OF 
THE YEAR!PRICES PRICES PRICES PRICES PRICES OF YEAR!YEAR!YEAR!

LOWEST
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° Flat shipping fee applies To request a FREE CATALOG, go online or call & mention code MZ MH Product Protection Plan available
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SuperCenters Nationwide    |    1.888.857.6625    |    CampingWorld.com   

Elements Tire Covers
Made of heavy-duty vinyl. Available for Single 
Tire 18"-45" tire diameter; Double and Triple 
Tires 27"-32" tire diameter. | Reg. $25.99

Tire diameters 27"-32"
(sold individually)

Measure tire diameter 
to determine size
(sold as a 2-Pack)

Protect Tires from 
Harmful UV Rays

CLUB MEMBERS

BUY 1 
GET 1 FREE!

TIRE COVERS

EXCLUSIVE!

10% STRONGER THAN 
THE LEADING BRAND!

To learn more, visit CampingWorld.com/Elements

• Extended Tyvek® Rooftop to Protect Corners
• Breathable Polypropylene Fabric Lets Moisture Out
• Water-Resistant

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR TRAVEL TRAILERS, 5TH WHEELS, 
TRUCKS, POP-UP & TRUCK CAMPERS

STARTING AT
CLUB SALE

$2299 

UPGRADE TO THE BEST 
PROTECTION WITHPROTECTION WITH

BEST
WITHWITH

CLASS C

CLUB 
MEMBERS

Save
 up 

 
to $175

CLASS C
STARTING AT
CLUB SALE

$26999 Up to 32'L. | Reg. $413.99
° FREE

Available at CampingWorld.com/Elements or select stores.

• Poly-Oxford Fabric Tested for Superior 
 Strength and Durability
• Vents Feature Mesh Insets for 
 Better Ventilation
• Lighter Fabric Allows Easier Handling 
 and Coverage for Quicker Installation
• Stores in 50% Less Space than 
 Elements All-Climate RV Covers
• Water-Repellent

TWICE AS STRONG 
AS OTHER FABRICS!

CLUB 
MEMBERS

Save
MEMBERS

Save
MEMBERS

up 
to $175

LOWEST PRICES OF THE YEAR
ON ELEMENTS RV  COVERS—

CLUB 
MEMBERS

Save up 

 
to $215

Strong weather-resistant 
roof panel reflects UV 

and helps prevent leaks

“Breathable” 
Polypropylene 

Panels

Matching Tire Covers 
sold separately

1

2

3

4
Zippered 

Accessible Panels 
for Easy Entry

OFFER ENDS NOVEMBER 6TH

PLUS, FREE SHIPPING!

6

7
5

CLASS A
STARTING AT
CLUB SALE

$29999 
Up to 43'L. | Reg. $464.99
° FREE

EXCLUSIVE Features 
for ALL Elements RV Covers:

1  Four Reinforced Roof Panel Handles  to Help Position Cover
2  Reinforced Buckles, Flaps and Straps Resist  Rip-Out
3  Front/Rear/Side Vents Improve Airflow to Prevent Mold and Mildew
4  Elastic Inset and Adjustable Straps on  Front/Rear Panels for Best Fit

5  Poly-Formed Grommets Won’t Rust or Corrode 
 and Are Stronger than Metal in Pull Testing

6  Extended Reinforced Vinyl and Elasticized Front
 and Rear Bumper  Panels for Extra Wear Protection

7  Lock-Stitched, UV-Protected  Straps & Buckles

CLUB 
MEMBERS

Save
 up 

 
to $235

 Protect your Elements cover against weather damage—
wind, rain or hail for a few dollars a month!

Single Double

WATCH OUR VIDEO!  
Simply visit CampingWorld.com/Elements 
for measuring and installation instructions.

COVER MEASURING INSTRUCTIONS:
Measure your RV from END TO END at the longest point. 

INCLUDE:  SPARE TIRE,  BUMPERS AND LADDER.
Do not use RV model numbers or manufacturer-stated length as actual length may vary

• Do not include propane tanks or hitches
• Do not include rooftop accessories
• If the RV length falls between cover
 sizes, choose the larger size for best fit
• Front and rear cinches will take in extra material
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By Chris Dougherty

DINGHY-TOWING PRIMER
VEHICLE SELECTION
Here’s something everyone who is considering flat towing 
a vehicle needs to keep in mind: not all vehicles can be flat 
towed, and not all of them can be equipped in the same 
way. Dinghy towing requires a specially designed baseplate, 
custom wiring, braking system and occasionally powertrain 
changes.

A baseplate is the main structural connection for a 
vehicle being flat towed. Manufacturers like Roadmaster 
and Blue Ox design brackets for almost every model of 
vehicle that can be flat towed. This list changes every year, 
as model year design changes require the tow-bar manu-
facturers to chase down the new models for a fitment 
process.

Selecting the right dinghy vehicle is essential. Each 
vehicle manufacturer provides a list of vehicles that can be 
flat towed to MotorHome each year for the dinghy-towing 
guide (April issue). Available online for a number of previous 
model years, the annual MotorHome dinghy guide is the 

L
et’s face it; motorhoming is the best way to see the 
country. After all, you are able to watch the scenery 
roll on by from the comfort of your living room. Want 
refreshments? Need the potty? They’re right behind you 

all the time.
But motorhomes do present a set of challenges as well: 

if you plan on touring after you’ve arrived at your destina-
tion, you have to pack everything up and drive the coach. 
That is, unless you’re towing a dinghy vehicle.

The meaning of dinghy is the same whether you’re in 
a marine or RV environment; taking a smaller, excursion-
type vehicle along behind your larger, less maneuverable 
vehicle, such as a yacht or motorhome.

Dinghy towing has been popular for many years, 
especially since the advent of the modern, foldable, motor-
home-mounted tow bar.

With the proper knowledge, equipment and vehicle, you 
can have a virtually effortless towing experience that will 
enhance all of your travels.

Everything you need to know to get your motorhome and towed vehicle ready to hit the road
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“Hooking up a dinghy to a motorhome 
isn’t particularly diffi cult. Each 

tow bar has its own procedure for 
connecting, so becoming familiar with 

the manual is important.”

DINGHY-TOWING PRIMER
go-to resource for fi nding vehicles 
that can be towed, and what, if any, 
special instructions are required to 
make the vehicle fl at-towable.

HOW MUCH CAN YOUR MOTORHOME TOW?
Before selecting a dinghy, it is 
essential that you are familiar with 
how much weight your motorhome 
can tow. The good news is that fl at 
towing a vehicle puts a negligible 
amount of weight on the motor-
home’s rear axle and hitch receiver. 
However, some motorhomes are 
rated for very little towing, and oc-
casionally a small motorhome may 
not have a receiver, and isn’t rated 
to tow anything. This is where the 
homework comes in; once you 
have determined the motorhome’s 
tow rating, you can start looking at 
dinghy vehicles.

THE BIGGER THEY ARE, THE HARDER THEY TOW
It may not be a hard-and-fast rule, 
but generally speaking, as the 
dinghy gets bigger, it becomes 
costlier, the hardware has to be 
heavier-duty, the fuel economy 
of the motorhome drops and it 
becomes even more diffi cult to 
fi nd parking or get the motorhome 
towing the dinghy vehicle into tighter 
places. We recommend getting the 
smallest “towed” vehicle that will 
work for you. In any case, never 
exceed the tow rating or gross com-
bination weight rating (GCWR) of the 
motorhome.

SELECTING THE PROPER HARDWARE
Setting up a vehicle is not an inex-
pensive venture and can cost well 
into the thousands of dollars for the 

equipment and installation. So, re-
searching the products you will need 
to fl at tow is important.

TOW BAR
The fi rst component that comes to 
mind is the tow bar. Tow bars come 
in a number of styles and ratings, 
and selection is based on the ap-
plication and how much the buyer 
wants to spend. From personal 
experience, I can tell you that it’s 
best not to skimp here.

The most economical tow bar 
is the basic solid A-frame type that 
bolts to the front of the towed car 
and connects to a ball-type hitch 
on the back of the motorhome. The 
problem with this setup is that it 
can be a challenge to connect to the 
motorhome, and the A-frame sticks 
up in the air while you’re driving the 
car if it’s not removed.

The preferred method in RV 
circles is to employ the motorhome-
mounted foldable tow bar because 
this doesn’t leave hardware on the 
front of the dinghy vehicle. With this 
type of tow bar there are two tele-
scoping and articulating arms that 
unfold to connect to the bracket on 
the front of the towed vehicle. Once 
the dinghy is connected, its brakes 
are released, and moving either the 
motorhome or towed vehicle extends 
the arms into the locked position. 
The arms are unlocked to release 
tension so the arms can be discon-
nected.

The ratings on the tow bars vary, 
ranging from generally 5,000 to 
10,000 pounds. Be sure to buy a unit 
that will handle your current and 
future needs. 

BASEPLATE
The baseplate is the frame-mounted 
bracket that connects the tow bar 
to the towed vehicle. As previously 
mentioned, baseplates are custom 
designed for the most common 
towed vehicles, but tow-bar 
suppliers will design a plate for any 
customer’s vehicle if the customer 
brings the vehicle to their manufac-
turing facility. It’s generally better 
to match the baseplate with the 
tow bar; however, there are cross-
manufacturer adapters available for 
certain applications.

Installing a baseplate can be 
a remarkably complex project 
requiring removal of much of the 
front end of the towed car, and is only 
recommended to be done by the most 
competent shade-tree mechanics. 
Most of the plates are bolt-on ap-
plications, but there are some that 
can require quite a bit of drilling, fab-
rication and fi shing of bolts through 
small openings. Some specialized 
tools, like a torque wrench, various 
American and metric sockets and 
body-working tools may be required, 
as cutting holes in panels and grilles 
is not uncommon. When working on 
this kind of project, it’s always a good 
idea to measure twice, cut once.

LIGHTING
Rear-facing lighting is required by 
law on every towed car. There are 
a number of ways of accomplishing 
this.

Strap-on or magnetic rear light 
kits connect to the back of the dinghy, 
and a cable is routed to the rear of 
the motorhome’s trailer connection. 
While this can be the least desirable 
way to go — as the cable is exposed, 
can cause rubbing damage to the 
towed vehicle’s paint and won’t have 
an easy way to share the motorhome 
connection with a braking system — 
there are wireless systems available 
that mitigate most of these issues. 

The other, more effective 
methods are utilizing bulb kits and 
diode kits. Bulb kits and diode kits 
use a similar wiring harness that is 
run through the vehicle to the rear, 
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and both require removing elements 
of the interior of the vehicle for proper 
installation. Bulb-kit wiring is routed 
to the stop/turn/taillight assemblies 
and holes are drilled in them to 
install independent bulbs that operate 
separately from the vehicle’s main 
harness.

A diode kit cuts into the stop/turn/
taillight wiring harness in the rear of 
the dinghy, and is tied into the motor-
home’s circuit; the diodes prevent 
feedback from damaging the circuitry 
of the dinghy and motorhome.

BRAKING
Most states require that towed 
vehicles, like trailers, have their own 
brakes and emergency breakaway 
brake systems. But braking systems 
should be used regardless of size or 
law.

Whether the towed vehicle is a 
Fiat or a Ford F-150 pickup, stopping 
distances will increase, in some cases 
substantially. A braking system will not 
only make stopping the motorhome 
and towed vehicle shorter and thereby 
safer, but will activate the towed 
vehicle’s brakes in the event of a 
separation, bringing the car to a safe 
stop as soon as possible.

Braking systems are available in 
a number of designs for different ap-
plications, and your dealer or Camping 
World can help you select the right 
system. 

Standalone systems are popular 
because of their portability from one 
vehicle to another. They also require 
the least amount of installation time 
and are relatively easy to use. These 
systems sit on the floor of the towed 
vehicle and connect to the brake 
pedal by way of a bracket; 12-volt DC 
is provided to power the unit, and a 
breakaway switch is wired in.

Proportional braking is achieved 
by utilizing motion-sensing technology 
to sense the rate of deceleration and 
apply the appropriate amount of brake-
pedal pressure to aid in the stop. 
There is no requirement to tap into the 
braking system of the motorhome, nor 

do they power up the master cylinder. 
Removal of the system is easy, and 
the unit can be used across numerous 
towed vehicles.

Other systems are built into the 
towed vehicle and sometimes require 
minimal installation/setup time. These 
systems still have breakaway capa-
bilities, and feature a built-in vacuum 
reservoir or pump which enable the 
vehicle’s power brakes, requiring less 
force to activate the brakes.

However, most systems require 
extensive installation, and are very 
difficult, if not impossible, to transfer 
from one vehicle to another.

OTHER ACCESSORIES
In addition to the tow bar, lighting and 
braking systems, a flat-towed system 
will need safety cables or chains, an 
appropriate electrical cable (frequently 
a six-way to seven-way coiled cable) 
and protection, if desired, for the towed 
vehicle from debris thrown up by the 
motorhome. These can include cross-
coach mud flaps or screens and car-
mounted shields.

A storage bag is also a good 
idea for the chains and cables. A 
tow-bar cover helps keep the bar 
in good a shape and clean. In some 
cases, all these items are included 
in an accessory kit that is sold by the 
tow-bar manufacturer.

THE PROCESS
Hooking up a dinghy to a motorhome 
isn’t particularly difficult. Each tow bar 
has its own procedure for connecting, 
which is included in its owner’s 
manual, so becoming familiar with the 
manuals that come with it and your 
braking system are important.

There are a few things to keep in 
mind whenever hooking up a dinghy to 
a motorhome. First, always try to make 
the connection on level ground. A 
checklist should be used that covers all 
the steps in detail for your particular 
setup. Each towed vehicle is different, 
and may have different procedures for 
putting it in tow mode, like removing 
fuses, having the ignition in accessory 
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“Once the dinghy is connected, be sure to do a walk-
around to check the tow-bar connection, and that 

the lights and braking system are working.”

mode, setting then releasing the 
emergency brake, etc. There’s no 
single complete, ready-made checklist 
for this, so make one up yourself. 

Speaking of steps, be sure to 
take your time and double and triple 
check everything, especially the fi rst 
few times you tow. Make sure all 
safety cables and electrical cables 
are connected, hardware pins are 
secured, the transmission is set to 
the manufacturer’s specifi cations 
for fl at towing, the brake is released 
and so on. Some owners like to view 
the dinghy in their backup camera 
while towing to make sure both arms 
are locked, the front wheels are 
turning properly and that the tires are 
spinning and not locked up.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS
On occasion, a dinghy can only be fl at 
towed with a lube pump installed, or a 
driveline disconnect device engaged. 
A lube pump is designed to keep the 
transmission lubricated while the 
vehicle is being towed. While much 
rarer these days, if you have one, 
you will need to follow the directions 
carefully to avoid damage to your 
vehicle.

A driveline disconnect is a lever on 
the fl oor of the dinghy vehicle that is 
pulled to disconnect the driveline on 
an automatic-transmission vehicle. 
While also less commonly used 
today because so few new cars have 
rear-wheel drive and the resulting 
driveline, if you have one, make sure 
it’s in the proper position for towing, 
and when you disconnect the car 
from the motorhome, make sure you 
re-engage the disconnect, otherwise 
the vehicle can roll away if the brake is 
released.

Some dinghy vehicles will have 
a special requirement, like stopping 
and running the engine for 20 minutes 

every 200 miles or a similar procedure. 
Make certain you do this to avoid 
damage to the towed vehicle.

Once the dinghy is connected, be 
sure to do a walk-around to check the 
tow-bar connection, and that the lights 
and brake systems are working.

WEAR AND TEAR
Readers often ask if fl at towing a 
vehicle puts undue wear and tear on 
it, and whether the dinghy accrues 
mileage while being towed.

The answer to both is generally no, 
however there are a couple of things 
to keep in mind. First, tires, shocks 
and brakes are subject to wear while 
towing. As with a trailer, sharp turns 
sometimes result in dragging the front 
end of the dinghy, which can result in 
accelerated tire wear and front-end 
alignment issues. 

TOWING-EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
Tow bars and associated equipment 
require very little maintenance. 
The bar itself is subjected to a lot of 
moisture and road grime. As a rule, 
wiping down the arms when you get 
to your destination and spraying some 
silicone lubricant on the moving or 
sliding parts will help keep them in 
like-new condition. Some tow-bar 
manufacturers recommend coating 
the arms with a light coat of multi-
purpose grease to keep them working 
smoothly. On occasion, dirt and road 
grime can get past the seals and into 
the slide tube, causing the arms to 
become diffi cult to move. In this case, 
it may be time for a thorough cleaning 
and inspection. Blue Ox, for example, 
recommends having a major service 
every two years.

Other items that may need main-
tenance include the safety cables and 
electrical cables. The safety cables 
should be kept clean and rust-free, and 
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BLUE OX
Blue Ox offers four receiver- or 
motorhome-mounted tow bars, 
with capacities from 6,500 to 10,000 
pounds; accessory kits; lighting kits; 
and braking systems. The company 
also offers a fuse-bypass-switch kit 
that allows the owner to disconnect a 
towed-vehicle circuit without actually 
having to pull the fuse. The company’s 
baseplates and brackets are precision-
made and feature a quarter-turn 
mount with a spring-actuated locking 
pin. Blue Ox tow bars have a three-year 
warranty, and the braking systems 
come with a two-year warranty.

The Avail tow bar is Blue Ox’s 
premium offering. With powder-
coating and exclusive gold badging, 
this bar offers smoother towing, 
improved turning radius and a tow 
rating of 10,000 pounds. MSRP: $995.

The Aventa LX is a ball-in-socket 
design which, according to Blue Ox, 

reduces component wear and offers 
a 360-degree swivel. Like the Avail, 
it features a tow rating of 10,000 
pounds. MSRP: $895.

The Aladdin bar is made of 
aluminum, which makes it lighter 
(only 37 pounds), but it still has a 
7,500-pound capacity. Its three-axis 
swivel makes connecting and discon-
necting easy. MSRP: $995.

Blue Ox’s entry-level receiver tow 
bar, the Alpha, is a functional, 
all-steel bar with a 6,500-pound 
capacity that still folds away nicely on 
the back of the motorhome, and will 
work well with a number of smaller 
towable vehicles. MSRP: $745

should be replaced if the cable begins 
to fray. Like most trailer connectors, 
the six- and seven-way plugs and re-
ceptacles on the motorhome, dinghy 
and the electrical cables may become 
dirty and corroded, and should be 
cleaned to ensure a good connection.

PROS AND CONS
As with everything, there are pros 
and cons to fl at towing, and these are 
worth considering before embarking 
on building out a vehicle for this 
purpose.

The most obvious benefi t is the con-
venience of having a vehicle for touring 
and running errands when you’ve 
arrived at your destination. Especially 
in the cases of larger motorhomes, 
packing everything up for every little 
errand is a pain. If you’re a full-timer, 
then having a dinghy is really a must. 
Another pro is that if your motorhome 
should break down, you have a back-up 
form of transportation.

Alternately, the initial expense to 
set up a vehicle for dinghy towing can 
be quite high, with a complete system 
in the $2,000 to $3,000 range with in-
stallation. For people who take shorter 
trips, renting a car can offset the cost 
of fl at towing, and some rental-car 
companies will even pick you up at the 
campground.

It’s also not possible to back 
the motorhome with a dingy vehicle 
connected. If you get in a spot where 
you have to turn around, the dinghy 
has to be disconnected fi rst. Avoiding 
such a situation becomes a matter 
of planning ahead when you drive, 
and keeping your eyes open down the 
road for situations that may require 
you to back up the motorhome. On 
occasion you may end up in an RV 
park with insuffi cient room to connect 
and disconnect at the site, or to drive 
around the park with the car attached. 
Again, that can be cumbersome, but 
once you get used to where you can 
and can’t go with a dinghy in tow, you’ll 
do great.

All in all, dinghy towing is a great 
convenience, and is pretty easy to do 
once you get used to it. Plus, you’ll 
really appreciate having that second 
vehicle along.

OUTFITTING A DINGHY VEHICLE
Selecting the proper tow bar, auxiliary-braking system and 

accessories leads to a smooth towing experience

D
inghy towing, or fl at towing, a vehicle behind your motorhome is a great 
convenience, and even more of a necessity for full-time RVers.

In order to go, though, you need the proper gear to set up your vehicle 
and coach. Gear includes the tow bar, accessory kit (which may contain safety 
cables, electrical cables, tow bar cover and more), baseplate, wiring kit and 
braking system. 

When selecting a tow bar and braking system, keep future vehicle 
purchases in mind, and consider sizing your equipment appropriately. So, if 
you have a Honda now, but might move up to a Jeep 4x4 in a year or two, opt 
for a larger tow bar and perhaps a proportional braking system, so you can 
use them both with the new vehicle.

DINGHY-TOWING PRIMER
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Accessory kits, like the one pictured 
here, are needed to complete a 
setup of a tow-bar system. They may 
include a light-wiring kit, a six-wire 
electrical cable, tow-bar locks, a 
tow-bar cover and more.

Towed-vehicle braking is essential, 
and is required by law in most places. 
Systems like the Blue Ox Patriot 
proportional braking system allow 
effective braking and breakaway 
safety stopping, while still remaining 
economical and relatively easy to 
transfer from one vehicle to another. 
MSRP: $1,395.
Blue Ox, 800-228-9289, www.blueox.com

DEMCO
Demco’s Victory Series tow bars — 
the Commander, the Dominator and 
the Excali-Bar II — offer RVers a 
great selection of receiver-mounted 
tow-bar options, with capacities 
ranging from 6,000 to 10,500 pounds 
with a limited lifetime warranty. 
Demco has a long list of custom ac-
cessories designed to complete the 
dinghy-towing package.

All Victory tow bars have inde-
pendent self-supporting arms, easy 
trigger-type release, a rise or drop 
male receiver and an adjustable 
towing angle. Safety cables with 
integrated safety cable retainers 
are included with every bar. The 

company’s baseplate and bracket 
system features a quarter-turn-style 
mount with a separate insert pin style 
lock.

All Demco tow bars feature a 
limited lifetime warranty for the 
original purchaser, and a free lifetime 
factory service program. By sending 
in a postcard to Demco, the company 
will respond with a Returned Goods 
Authorization number. Ship the bar, 
prepaid, to Demco, it will service the 
bar and repair or replace any bad 
components and ship the bar back 
free, plus include a new tow bar 
cover.

The Commander tow bar has a 
capacity of 6,000 pounds and weighs 
41 pounds. MSRP: $680.

The Dominator features a mix of 
aluminum and steel construction 
and has a capacity of 7,500 pounds. 
MSRP: $1,125.

The Excali-Bar II is Demco’s 
premium offering. With all-steel 
construction, it has the highest tow 
rating in the industry, according to 
Demco, at 10,500 pounds. The unit 
weighs 46 pounds. MSRP: $839.
Demco Manufacturing Co., 800-543-3626, 
www.towdemco.com
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ROADMASTER
Roadmaster’s Classic and All-Ter-
rain series, first introduced in 1986 
and 2003, respectively, consist of 
four receiver-mounted tow bars all 
featuring a powdercoated exterior 
finish with stainless-steel inner 
components. The motorhome-
mounted bars have a patented 
storage latch, which locks the tow 
bar in place easily on the back of the 
motorhome.

The company also offers a large 
assortment of brackets, braking 
systems and accessories, including 
seven lines of mounting brackets, 
and four different braking systems. 
Roadmaster products have a 
one-year warranty, which can be 
expanded to two years upon product 
registration.

The Falcon 2 tow bar is the 
company’s classic receiver-mounted 
option. Featuring a proprietary 
Autowlok tow-bar-storage lock, it 
has a 6,000-pound rating, which will 
handle a large selection of today’s 
smaller towable cars and SUVs. 
MSRP: $732.

The Falcon All-Terrain has the same 
rating as its classic brethren, but 
has the added benefit of all-terrain 
features, including its Freedom 
Latch, which allows easy release of 
the tow bar without straightening and 
aligning the tow bar. The bar also has 
built-in channel guides for the safety 
cables and electrical wiring.  
MSRP: $958.

The BlackHawk2 All-Terrain is a 
beefed-up version of the Falcon 
All-Terrain, resulting in a 10,000-
pound capacity, which allows the 
towing of full-size trucks, Suburbans, 
Excursions and similar vehicles. 
MSRP: $1,071.

The Sterling All-Terrain, Roadmas-
ter’s premier offering, is a high-ca-
pacity, lightweight tow bar, weighing 
only 35 pounds. The company states 
the bar is “the world’s strongest 
aluminum tow bar with steel and 
stainless steel at every critical point 
to further ensure superior strength 
and structural integrity.” 

The Sterling comes complete with 
safety cables and power cord, routed 
through a central channel, and has 
an 8,000-pound capacity. The inner 
and outer arms are separated by 
urethane bushings to ensure proper 
operation and corrosion resistance. It 
also has many of the same features 
as the All-Terrain series of bars, 
including the Freedom and Storage 
latches. MSRP: $1,143.

The EvenBrake and 9700 model 
braking systems are Roadmaster’s 

portable and proportional systems, 
ideal for those who desire an easily 
movable braking system that 
requires a minimum of initial instal-
lation. They feature a dashboard 
monitor that displays the status of 
the unit, and work with a breakaway 
switch. MSRP: $1,556.

If you’re looking for an invisible, 
convenient system for your towed 
vehicle, and one you plan to keep for 
several years, then the InvisiBrake 
system is a good choice. The system 
components are installed in the tow 
vehicle and require a minimum of 
connection and setup each time the 
vehicle is towed. While it is removable 
and can be transferred to a new car, 
the InvisiBrake requires three to five 
hours of installation time, according 
to the company. MSRP: $1,080.

Roadmaster offers a complete line 
of accessories, and several different 
styles of mounting brackets for 
towed vehicles. The company also 
offers Combo Kits that include the 
necessary safety cables, locks and a 
storage bag. MSRP: $234-$361.
Roadmaster Inc., 800-669-9690,
www.roadmasterinc.com
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OUTFITTING A DINGHY VEHICLE

RVI BRAKE

A truly advanced proportional braking 
system, the RVi Brake 2 is an easy-
to-use system that not only features 
a wireless monitor and breakaway 
system, but will support the company’s 
tire-pressure-monitoring system 
(TPMS) sensors, so the dinghy’s 
tires can be monitored for pressure 
and temperature through unit’s 
wireless LCD display. According to 
the company, the RVi Brake utilizes 
air pressure to activate versus an 
electric actuator, which makes it more 
responsive.

The system, which features 
one-touch auto positioning on the 
tow-vehicle fl oor, is easy to install and 
move from one vehicle to another. 
The company also offers a number of 
accessories designed for the system, 
including a fuse disconnect, dinghy-
battery charger and a soft shell case 
for the lightweight main unit. MSRP: 
$1,150.
RViBrake, 800-815-2159, 
www.rvibrake.com

HOPKINS BRAKEBUDDY

The BrakeBuddy Stealth is Hopkins’ 
permanent installation solution for 
those who desire a simple hookup 
with the added benefi t of being able to 
control trailer and dinghy brakes with 

a single remote controller, mounted in 
the motorhome. The Stealth features 
a main unit that mounts out of sight 
in the dinghy vehicle, and an actuator 
cable is run to the fi rewall where a 
cable operates the brake pedal from 
behind. The Stealth is engineered to 
install up to fi ve-times faster than 
other permanently installed units, 
according to Hopkins. Some vehicles 
require more teardown for installation, 
however, so don’t be surprised if the 
installation of any permanent system 
requires more time or some custom-
ization. 
MSRP: $1,099.

The Vantage Select represents the 
company’s new technology, which is 
said to allow for either proportional or 
full braking at the touch of a button. 
This means that it can be propor-
tional, mimicking the stopping action 
of the motorhome, or it can “remove 
the entire weight of the towed vehicle 
when stopping.” This is accomplished 
from the motorhome driver’s seat via 
the company’s wireless remote, which 
also indicates the operational status 
of the brake-control system, including 
diagnostic information. MSRP: $1,499.

The Digital Classic is Hopkins’ original 
proportional system, and the newest 
version includes an LCD digital display 
that gives cues as to the correct setup 
of the unit. Weighing only 11 pounds, 
the company states that the Digital 
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Sales & Service • Garfield, MN
TOLL FREE 1-877-880-8090 • 320-834-6333

View Inventory At
www.steinbring.com

MOTORCOACH

• Great Prices!
• Award Winning Service!
• New Friends!

Your Dealer For

• Essex

• Mountain Aire

• Dutch Star

• Ventana

• Canyon Star

• Bay Star
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WINNEBAGO JOURNEY, TOUR, VISTA, FORZA, SIGHTSEER, ADVENTURER, ACCESS, OUTLOOK, ASPECT, VIA, VIEW, ERA, TREND, TRAVATO • COACHMEN CROSS COUNTRY, MIRADA, MIRADA SELECT

PURSUIT, FREELANDER, LEPRECHAUN, CONCORD, PRISM, CHAPARRAL, BROOKSTONE, FREEDOM EXPRESS • FOREST RIVER FORESTER, SUNSEEKER, CEDAR CREEK, COTTAGE, WILDCAT, R-POD, SURVEYOR • LEISURE TRAVEL SERENITY, LIBERO, UNITY

COACH HOUSE PLATINUM, PLATINUM II, ARRIVA • RIVERSIDE WHITEWATER, CLASSIC & RETRO • HEARTLAND TRAIL RUNNER, EDGE TOY HAULER, FAIRFIELD PARK TRAILER
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AMERICA’S

LARGEST
SMALL RV DEALER

This is just a sampling of the small RVs 
we carry at R.V. World Inc. of Nokomis and 

Lakeland, Fla. Nobody in America sells  
more Class B & B+ motorhomes!

2110 N. TAMIAMI TRAIL · NOKOMIS, FL 34275
(BETWEEN SARASOTA AND VENICE ON U.S. 41)

(941) 966-2182 · TOLL FREE 1-800-262-2182

940 LAKELAND PARK CENTER DRIVE (FORMERLY CREVASSE ST.)  
LAKELAND, FL 33809 (I-4 EXIT 32) 

(863) 853-9177 · TOLL-FREE 1-877-663-7506
E-mail: info@rvworldinc.com • Web site: www.rvworldinc.com

 Turn your RV into $$$. Sell it. Consign it. Trade it. CALL MARK A. SANTANGELO AT 1-800-262-2182

Two convenient Florida locations to serve you!
Please note: Not all brands are available at both locations. Please call!

Winnebago Trend (Nokomis only)

Coachmen Galleria

Pleasure-Way Lexor TS

Renegade Villagio

Coachmen Prism

Sunseeker MBS/Forester MBS

Born Free Spirit

Winnebago ERA (Nokomis only)

Roadtrek Zion 

Roadtrek 190/210 PopularMidwest Daycruiser & Weekender

Winnebago Travato (Nokomis only)Forester GTS/Sunseeker GTS

Leisure Travel Libero

Coachmen Orion

Leisure Travel Serenity

Roadtrek E-Trek

Pleasure-Way Plateau XL
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Classic can be set up in minutes, 
with no hardwired connection to the 
motorhome. A wireless alert system is 
also included. MSRP: $1,149.
Hopkins Manufacturing Corp., 
800-470-2287, www.brakebuddy.com

SMI MANUFACTURING

The Air Force One is the “safest and 
most secure way of using coach air 
for supplemental braking,” according 
to SMI Manufacturing. The system 
“energizes the towed vehicle’s power 
brakes through a patented process 
that does not require an electronic 
vacuum pump.” The system has no 
wearing parts, and has a patented 
breakaway system that seals the 
motor home’s air supply in the event of 
a separation, which meets FMVSS 121 
regulations, and the company claims 
that it is the only manufacturer that 
includes the components to comply 
with these regulations. The system, 
when fully installed, works seamlessly 
with the coach’s air brakes, providing 
proportional braking force, and is 
completely invisible with no adjust-
ments. Plus, the system is designed 
to fi t and work with all towed vehicles, 
and comes with a fi ve-year warranty.
MSRP: $1,249.95.

The Stay-In-Play Duo is an inertia-
based system without the box. The 
system mounts under the hood, so it is 
basically invisible, and is tied into the 
vacuum system of the towed vehicle, 
activating a soft, power-assisted brake 

pedal.
Activation of the brake system is 

safely accomplished by interpreting 
the brakelights of the motorhome and 
deceleration. Once the brain receives 
both signals it will apply the brakes 
proportionally as needed. The company 
states that this results in a seamless 
and immediate braking experience. 
The motorhome driver is notifi ed of 
the brake-system activation by a light 
circuit attached to the brakelight 
circuit, so if the vehicle brakes are 
applied, the light is on, just like the 
taillights. The Stay-In-Play Duo has a 
fi ve-year warranty. MSRP: $1,099.95.

To compete in the portable braking 
system arena, SMI designed the 
Delta Force proportional, portable 
dinghy-braking system. What makes 
this system different, fi rst, is the dual 
signal design. Like the Stay-In-Play 
Duo, it requires both a brakelight 
signal and deceleration to activate, 
making accidental activations much 
more unlikely. Second is the fl oor 
tether cable, which it shares with the 
Air Force One. The company found that 
many users of brake systems had an 
issue with the brake systems pushing 
against the seat, causing damage. SMI 
instead uses a tether cable attached to 
the fi rewall, giving a more secure and 
positive mounting fi xture, according 
to the company. The Delta Force also 
features a wireless indicator for inside 
the motorhome that shows the braking 
status of the unit, including connec-
tivity, braking effort, fault codes and 
activation of the breakaway circuit. The 
Delta Force has a fi ve-year warranty. 
MSRP: $1,199.95.
SMI Manufacturing Inc., 800-893-3763, 
www.smibrake.com 

OUTFITTING A DINGHY VEHICLE
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 *After 3 months you will be billed $15/mo unless you call to cancel. HBO® and related channels and service marks are the property of Home Box O�  ce, Inc. O er ends October 27, 2016.

** Important Terms and Conditions: All prices, fees, charges, packages, programming, features, functionality and o ers subject to change without notice. Installation/Equipment Requirements: Monthly 
fees and limits on number and type of receivers will apply. All charges, including monthly programming, pay-per-view and equipment upgrades, must be paid in advance; failure to pay by due date will lead 
to service disconnection within 24 hours. Miscellaneous: O ers available for new and qualifi ed former customers. O ers subject to terms of applicable Promotional and Residential Customer agreements. 
Taxes or reimbursement charges for state gross earnings taxes may apply. Additional restrictions may apply.

     GREAT TV ON THE ROAD…
    WHENEVER & WHEREVER YOU WANT!

FREE 
FOR 3 MONTHS!*
FOR 3 MONTHS!*

with activation of DISH 

Pay-As-You-Go 

programming.

With DISH® Pay-As-You-Go programming**:
•  Pay only for the months you use
•  Only DISH lets you watch your favorite 

shows in HD
•  No charge to start or stop 

monthly service
•  NEW LOWER PRICE! Programming for 

as little as $36.99 per month!

Hurry, offer expires November 6, 2016. Call Camping World at 1.888.875.1540 to activate your DISH programming!

Enjoy DISH® Pay-As-You-Go Programming 
with the NEW Wally Receiver!

Wally™ DISH® HD Satellite Receiver #87758 Club SALE $84.97 Reg. $129
NEW USER-FRIENDLY FEATURES!
• NEW! The radio frequency remote can be used inside and outside the RV up to 200 ft. away
• NEW! Locate your missing remote with the Remote Finder
• NEW! Improved search helps you find programs fast!
• Works with DISH® Pay-As-You-Go programming

Small Footprint is 
Perfect for RV Living!

DISH Network, Circle 108 on Reader Service Card
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Made in USA Elkhart, IN  •  NexusRV.com  •  info@nexusrv.com  •  Toll Free 855.786.3987

Elkhart, IN  •  Ft Worth, TX  •  Temecula, CA  •  Clearwater, FL • Mesa, AZ • New Castle, DE

Prices and specifications subject 
to change without notice.

High strength low alloy steel 
framing throughout motorhome 
— 72 % stronger than aluminum!

Azdel® substrate in sidewalls 
and roof — No wood products!

factory-direct pricing starts at 

factory-direct 
factory-direct 
factory-direct 
factory-direct 
factory-direct 
factory-direct 
factory-direct 
factory-direct 
factory-direct 
factory-direct 
factory-direct 
factory-direct 
factory-direct 
factory-direct 
factory-direct 
factory-direct pricing starts at 

pricing starts at 

pricing starts at 

pricing starts at 

pricing starts at 

pricing starts at 

pricing starts at 

pricing starts at 

pricing starts at 

pricing starts at 

pricing starts at 

pricing starts at 

pricing starts at 

pricing starts at 

pricing starts at 

pricing starts at 

pricing starts at 

pricing starts at 

pricing starts at 

pricing starts at 

pricing starts at 

pricing starts at $179,999

We Build Your Dream
Phantom SC Ghost Maybach BentleyPhantom SCPhantomViperViperViper

Prices and specifications subject 

Nexus RV, Circle 117 on 
Reader Service Card
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SOARING 
INTO HISTORY

AFTER AN EXTENSIVE RESTORATION PROCESS, AN ICONIC 1985 AIRSTREAM 
CLASS A MOTORHOME IS THE PERFECT FIT FOR AN RVING COUPLE LOOKING 

TO HIT THE ROAD IN THEIR OWN SLICE OF AMERICANA

It is as close to fl ying as you 
can get in a motorhome. 

Its smooth, futuristic 
aluminum body is based on a 

design by William Hawley Bowlus, 
builder of Lindbergh’s Spirit of St. 
Louis. Nicknamed the Astrovan, it 
transported every Space Shuttle 
astronaut to the launch pad from 
1984 until fl ights ended in 2011. It 
is not enough to call it a classic — 
the Airstream Class A is a piece of 
American history. 

It was this history, as well as the 
unit’s reputation for quality construc-
tion and durability, that drew Eray 
Honeycutt to the Airstream when he 

began looking for a motorhome for he 
and partner Simon Yen in 2004. As the 
owner of a marine-repair company, 
Honeycutt had worked extensively 
on refurbishing older vessels, and 
he had lived on a classic boat for 
eight years. He saw buying an aging 
motorhome as the same venture, 
“Except one fl oats and the other has 
wheels, but the same knowledge is 
required to keep it going,” he said. He 
was confi dent in his ability to take on 
a 30-year-old Airstream. It was just a 
matter of fi nding one.

Most people are familiar with the 
Airstream travel trailer developed 
in the late 1920s by Wally Byam. 

By Ann Eichenmuller
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This article is the next in our series looking at motorhomes that have stood the test of time. 
They may have miles under their wheels, but they can still make dreams come true. Each 
has earned the right to be called "the classic ride."

The Airstream shows off its shine at a rally in Wyoming.

The company did not introduce 
Class A motorhomes until 1974, 
when it debuted a line of “painted 
Airstreams” under the Argosy brand. 
These motorhomes consisted of 
both riveted-aluminum skin and 
galvanized-steel panels in the front 
and rear atop a Chevy P-30 chassis. 
In 1979 the Argosy line was dis-
continued and the company began 
producing the shiny aluminum-
skin Class A under the Airstream 
badge. By 1989, aluminum as a 
building material had become 
cost-prohibitive, and Airstream 
began production of a tradition-
ally styled, laminated-fi berglass 
Class A motorhome introduced for 
model-year 1990 called the 
Land Yacht (there were 
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SECOND TO NONE 
If you are interested in owning your own piece of history, these classic 
aluminum Class A Airstream motorhomes can be found for as little 
as $3,000, or up to $50,000 or more for a well-kept unit. As with any 
signifi cantly older motorhome, condition varies widely, and a pre-buy 
inspection by an experienced motorhome technician is a must. 

New accent paint and a professional polish helped brighten the 
Airstream’s classic exterior.

Above: Two solar fl ex panels provide additional charging power for the batteries. The Airstream's 
dash has been updated with a GPS unit and a 7-inch color rearview monitor.

already Land Yacht branded towables 
in the Airstream family). As a result, 
there were a relatively small number 
of the iconic aluminum Class A’s on 
the used market, and only a handful 
available to look at near Honeycutt’s 
California home. This was prior to the 
revival of interest in vintage RVs, and 
the few he did see were in serious 
disrepair. Honeycutt remembers one 
in particular that had been stored for 
years in the middle of a fi eld, and when 
he pulled the dipstick, it came out 
covered with grit. He wisely decided to 
pass on that one.

It took two years before Honeycutt 
found his 1985 35-foot Airstream Classic 
345. Unlike the others that he had seen, 
this Airstream was basically in sound 
condition, though the original owner had 
neglected preventive maintenance.

“I had a lot of catching up to do,” 
Honeycutt admits.

While the exterior of the 
motorhome polished up beautifully, 

elements of the interior were worn and 
dated. Honeycutt knew he wanted to do 
an all-out restoration, so he developed 
a list of potential projects ranging from 
“got-to-change” items to “upgrades.” 
His fi rst step was pulling up the old 
carpet and replacing it with teak-like 
fl ooring. Honeycutt also stripped and 
refi nished all of the woodwork, laying 
down nine coats of varnish in the 
process. In addition, he replaced the 
appliances and faucets, and switched 
all of the lights to LEDs. 

While he was successful in 
doing much of the work himself, 
Honeycutt felt he needed the manu-
facturer’s expertise for some of the 
major changes he and Yen wanted to 
make. In 2008 he made the trip to the 
Airstream factory in Jackson Center, 
Ohio. He was amazed to fi nd that three 
of the fi ve technicians who worked on 
his upgrades were the same men who 
had put his motorhome together more 
than three decades earlier, providing a 

wealth of knowledge and experience. 
Among other upgrades, Honeycutt 
had the twin beds at the rear of the 
coach replaced with a junior queen, 
and also had an additional closet 
installed. In the bathroom, the shower 
fl oor was replaced with porcelain tile, 
the sink switched to stainless steel, 
and a sliding glass shower door was 
installed. The factory also replaced the 
aging striped patio awning and added 
additional awnings, all solid burgundy 
in color, to the rear- and streetside 
windows. Finally, the manual roof spot 
light was upgraded to remote control 
and the rear black-and-white camera 
to color/audio with a 7-inch monitor. 

After returning from Ohio, the 
couple added left and right rearview 
cameras, and in 2011 they had the 
exterior vinyl decals replaced with 
paint, and the accent stripe repainted. 
They also added a satellite-television 
receiver and two fl at-screen TVs.

Of all of the upgrades, Honeycutt 
recalls replacing the interior brushed 
copper hinges and handles as his least 
favorite.
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“Eighty four handles, 168 hinges,” 
he says with a shake of his head. “Can 
you imagine how long that took?”

Honeycutt notes that while the 
motorhome had become a "show-stop-
per” in appearance, it had an Achilles’ 
heel — the original 454 Chevy engine 
with a three-speed transmission. Age 
had taken its toll, and it proved to be 
unreliable despite having extensive 
mechanical work.

“We were towed three times due 
to engine or transmission failure, even 
after repeated repairs and overhauls,” 
Honeycutt says. 

The only real solution was to 
replace it. In 2014 they had a new 
Corvette LS3 engine with a six-speed 
transmission, revised drivetrain and 
suspension system installed, all cus-
tom-designed for their coach, and all 
computerized. Their first trip after that 
major upgrade? The Grand Canyon. 
According to Honeycutt, the Airstream 
flew up the mountains with ease, even 
while towing their Honda Fit. 

The renovation process finally came 
to an end last year, when the couple 
added dual forced-air furnaces, a 
Dometic climate-control system with 
heat strips and two 150-watt solar flex 
panels, and a new 600-watt inverter. 
Honeycutt can honestly say that the 
motorhome is now 99 percent reliable, 
from front to rear, left to right and top 
to bottom, and that there is nothing — 

absolutely nothing — he would change.
“It took 10 years, three mechanics 

and a darn good bank account — with 
a martini, once in a while. But we got 
’er-done!” he laughs.

Honeycutt and Yen plan to retire 
at the end of the year and are looking 
forward to enjoying the fruits of their 
long, and sometimes difficult, labor. 
Along with their two dogs, two cats and 
their cockatoo, they hope to undertake 
an extensive trip across the United 
States, eventually exploring every state.

While bringing a classic ride like 
this one back to showroom condition 
is fulfilling, as Honeycutt alluded, 
it isn’t cheap. The initial cost of the 
motorhome itself was only $24,500, 
a small price for a well-built, 35-foot 
Class A. But even with Honeycutt 
doing much of the work himself, he 
estimated that they have put more 
than $150,000 into improvements — 
including $52,000 for the drivetrain 
replacement. However, as Honeycutt 
points out, the work was not done all 
at one time, and they were able to use 
the Airstream for vacations throughout 
the renovation process. And it would be 
difficult to find a new motorhome with 
the same quality of construction and 
upgrades for a final cost of less than 
$175,000. 

Of course, they would also be 
missing out on the history of a true 
American classic ride. 

Above: The refinished wood cabinetry helps give the Airstream's interior an elegant, rich feel.

We Specialize in  
Diesel Pushers

• Trailing Arm Replacement Kits and  
Ride Enhancement Kits for Monaco,  

Roadmaster, Freightliner, Ford.
• Try us for all hard to find  
or out of production parts.

• Visit us at our  
New Service Center in Coburg, OR 

• Custom-tuned “Platinum Series” Shocks  
manufactured exclusively for SEI by Bilstein USA.

OEM DISTRIBUTOR  
FOR RADIATORS, CHARGE 

AIR COOLERS AND OIL 
COOLERS FOR MONACO, 
ROADMASTER, COUNTRY 
COACH AND WESTERN RV

OEM DISTRIBUTOR 

YOUR  
FIRST SOURCE 

FOR RV CHASSIS 
PERFORMANCE!

Trailing Arm Kits

4 Bag Ride  
Enhancement Kits

Charge Air Coolers

541-343-0293 
www.RV-CHASSIS.com
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LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 2/11/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 2/11/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 2/11/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 2/11/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER
 

COUPON

SUPER
 

COUPON

SUPER
 

COUPON

SUPER
 

COUPON

How Does Harbor Freight 
Sell GREAT QUALITY Tools 

at the LOWEST Prices?
We have invested millions 
of dollars in our own 
state-of-the-art quality test 
labs and millions more in 
our factories, so our tools 
will go toe-to-toe with the 
top professional brands. 
And we can sell them for a 
fraction of the price because 
we cut out the middle man 
and pass the savings on to 
you. It’s just that simple! 
Come visit one of our 
700+ Stores Nationwide.

SUPER COUPON

20%
OFFANY 

SINGLE 
ITEM

SUPER
 

COUPON
SUPER

 

COUPON

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 2/11/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 2/11/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 8 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 2/11/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 2/11/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 9 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 2/11/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 2/11/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 2/11/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOWSUPER 
COUPONWOWSUPER 

COUPON

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 2/11/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 1 - Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or prior 
purchase. Coupon good at our stores, HarborFreight.com or by 
calling 800-423-2567. Offer good while supplies last. Shipping 
& Handling charges may apply if not picked up in-store. Non-
transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 
2/11/17. Limit one FREE GIFT coupon per customer per day.

FREE
WITH ANY PURCHASE

700+ Stores
Nationwide

SUPER
 

COUPON
SUPER

 

COUPON

SUPER
 

COUPON

Limit 1 coupon per customer per day.  Save 20% on any 1 item 
purchased. *Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or any 
of the following items or brands: Inside Track Club membership, 
Extended Service Plan, gift card, open box item, 3 day Parking Lot 
Sale item, automotive lifts, compressors, fl oor jacks, saw mills, 
storage cabinets, chests or carts, trailers, trenchers, welders, 
Admiral, Badland, CoverPro, Daytona, Diablo, Earthquake, Franklin, 
Grant’s, Holt, Jupiter, Lynxx, Maddox, Portland, Predator, Stik-Tek, 
StormCat, Union, Vanguard, Viking. Not valid on prior purchases. Non-
transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 2/11/17. 

• 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
• Over 30 Million Satisfi ed Customers
• No Hassle Return Policy

• HarborFreight.com
• 800-423-2567

• 700+ Stores Nationwide
• Lifetime Warranty

On All Hand Tools

At Harbor Freight Tools, the "comp at" price means that the same 
item or a similar functioning item was advertised for sale at or 
above the "comp at" price by another retailer in the U.S. within the 
past 180 days. Prices advertised by others may vary by location. 
No other meaning of "comp at" should be implied. For more 
information, go to HarborFreight.com or see store associate.

SUPER
 

COUPON

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

WOW SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

presented. Valid through 2/11/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

$4799
comp at $59.99

SAVE 
20%

Customer Rating

3-IN-1 PORTABLE POWER PACK 
WITH JUMP STARTER

ITEM  38391 /62376
62306 shown

$8999  $11999 11999 
comp at $163.06

ITEM   69381
60338 shown

900 PEAK/700 RUNNING WATTS 
2 HP (63 CC) 2 CYCLE
 GAS RECREATIONAL 

GENERATOR

900 PEAK/700 RUNNING WATTS WOW SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

presented. Valid through 2/11/17. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SAVE 
$73

Customer Rating

SAVE 
74%

10 PIECE DRAGONFLY 
SOLAR LED STRING LIGHTS

comp at $26.99

 $699 

ITEM   62689 
60758 shown

$10999 comp at 
$319.01

  26", 4 DRAWER 
TOOL CART 
ITEM 95659 shown

61634/61952SAVE 
$209

• 580 lb. capacity

Customer Rating

 6 PIECE 
SCREWDRIVER 

SET ITEM 61313/62728
62583/47770

62570 shown

VALUE
 $797 

2500 LB. 
ELECTRIC WINCH 
WITH WIRELESS 
REMOTE CONTROL

ITEM 61258  shown
61840 /61297/68146comp at $159.99

 $5999 SAVE 
$100

SAVE 
64%

 7 FT. 4" x 9 FT. 6" 
ALL PURPOSE WEATHER 

RESISTANT TARP 
ITEM 69249/69115/69137

69129/69121/877 shown

comp at $8.48

 $299 

Customer Rating

SAVE 
$259

 $13999 

comp at $399

ITEM  69684 shown
 61969/61970

12" SLIDING COMPOUND 
DOUBLE-BEVEL MITER SAW 

WITH LASER GUIDE
Customer Rating

Customer Rating

 $15999 

 2.5 HP, 21 GALLON 
125 PSI VERTICAL 
AIR COMPRESSOR 

ITEM  69091/67847  shown
61454/61693/62803

comp at $497  

SAVE 
$337

SAVE 
78%

$1299 $1999 $19$ 99 

 $1499 $1499 

 $2199 $21$ 99 
 $2999 $2999 

 $8999 $8999 

 $19999 19999  $17999 17999 

 $15999 15999 

 $19999 19999 

 $499 $4$ 99 

 $899 $8$ 99 

comp at 
$59.97

 29 PIECE TITANIUM 
NITRIDE COATED
HIGH SPEED STEEL 
DRILL BIT SET 
ITEM 5889/62281/61637 shown

$5999

 $8999 $898989$ 99 
comp at $119.99

 RAPID PUMP® 1.5 TON 
ALUMINUM RACING JACK 

• 3-1/2 Pumps Lifts 
Most Vehicles

• Weighs 34 lbs.

 ITEM  69252/60569 shown
68053/62160
62496/62516 SAVE 

$60

SAVE 
60%

comp at 
$29.99

 TORQUE WRENCH ES

YOUR CHOICE

 $1199 

• Accuracy 
within ±4%DRIVE ITEM 

1/4" 2696/61277
3/8" 807/61276
1/2" 62431/239

Customer Rating

Item 239 
shown

Customer Rating
SAVE 
40%

TWO TIER 
COLLAPSIBLE 
EASY-STORE 

STEP LADDER

comp at $33.66   $1999 

ITEM  67514 

• 225 lb. capacity

 20 TON 
SHOP PRESS 

ITEM  32879 /60603 shown
• Pair of arbor 

plates included

comp at $369 .99 

 $15499 
SAVE 
$215

 1500 WATT DUAL 
TEMPERATURE 

HEAT GUN 
(572°/1112°) 

 $899 
comp at $31.47  

SAVE 
71%

ITEM 62340/62546 
63104/96289 shown

Customer Rating

Customer Rating
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Daily Grind
In the August issue there was a tip (“Grime Be Gone”) that concerned a method of preserving and keeping the telescoping 
arms of the dinghy-towing bars clean. I have another suggestion. After each stop for the day, before I retract the telescoping 
arms and fold them away, I spray the arms with silicone and dry them with a microfiber cloth, which cleans and lubricates 
the arms. I am surprised by how much dirt the cloth picks up — dirt that would have been retracted with the arms and that 
would have built up inside the housing sheath. This buildup could eventually make it difficult for the arms to lock in place 
and retract after disconnecting the dinghy vehicle. The process takes only a minute, and helps protect an expensive item.
Bob Fornefeld | Scottsdale, Arizona 

Have an Idea? Quick Tips is looking for submissions. Please send your DIY ideas to: MotorHome Quick Tips, 2750 
Park View Ct., Ste. 240, Oxnard, CA 93036, or email letters@motorhomemagazine.com. Be sure to include any photos,  
illustrations or drawings. If your tip is selected for publication, you will receive $35. All payments require an FEIN or SSN. Ill
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QUICK TIPS INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FROM OUR READERS

Wanderful
The outside shower in our motorhome’s utility bay is difficult to use, and when it’s 
removed it must be held in one hand, which makes washing both hands or other 
items awkward. I looked for a number of solutions and found that a 3M Command 
Strips adhesive-hook broom holder is perfect to easily snap the shower wand in 
and out. Using the adhesive hook on the inside of the utility bay door places the 
broom holder so that the water wand slightly extends over the door, while still 
allowing enough clearance for the bay door to close when the wand is removed. 
We can now easily wash off hands and sandy feet, and also get the dirty barbecue 
grill grates completely clean.
Nanci Dixon | Minnetonka, Minnesota

Reefer Restraint
For people whose motorhomes feature refrigerators that did not come with door 
locks for travel, I have discovered just the item. I found a multipurpose appliance 
lock in the child-safety area of my local home-improvement store. For less than 
$6, they come two to a package. The brand I selected is Safety 1st, but other 
brands are available.

They work great on my motorhome’s Dometic refrigerator.
Gary Phillips | Saint Cloud, Florida 

Family Fridge
With all of the bumps and movement that happen while on the road, we found that 
magnets didn’t do a good job of keeping our family photos attached to the front 
of the refrigerator. To be able to display family memorabilia, I cut heavy drawing 
paper (similar in thickness and substance to construction paper, but perhaps 
even a bit thicker) to fit the freezer door on our motorhome’s two-door refrigera-
tor. I made sure to cut two pieces of paper that I could slip under the lip of the 
front of the door panels on both sides, and that overlapped in the middle a couple 
inches. I then printed a collection of family photos and glued them to the drawing 
paper. Now we always have a family montage when we travel.
Dennis Jauch | Tampa, Florida
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Brake Buddy, Circle 114 on Reader Service Card
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HANDS-ON | HOT LINE | COACH & POWERTRAIN

No matter how much we wish we 
didn’t have to bend over, get on our 
knees or crawl under vehicles, part 

of the motorhome ownership experience 
dictates otherwise. Reaching into exterior 

compartments, especially those under slideouts, working 
on wheels and tires and even servicing chassis components 
while on our backs can be hard on our bodies. And then 
there’s the soiling of our clothing. When was the last time 
the ground was clean enough not to imprint our shirts, 
pants, arms, legs and heads? 

Mechanics use creepers to stay off the ground, but 
storing one of these bulky items can take up too much 
valuable space in storage compartments. And those of us 
who have built bulk to our bellies know what’s it’s like to fi t 
under a chassis riding on a creeper.

A viable alternative to carrying around a heavy and 
unwieldy mechanic’s creeper is the TrackMat made by 
BedRug, purveyors of bedliners for pickups. Readily 
available at a budget-friendly price ($30-40, depending on 
retail/online source) the TrackMat removes the weight, size 
and storage issues associated with standard creepers. The 
TrackMat is a 4-by-2-foot all-purpose utility mat in its open 
position, or it can compact to a mere 2-by-2-foot package 
when folded in half. The dark gray TrackMat is all American 
made from extra-resilient ¾-inch closed-cell foam, which is 

TECH SAVVY
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Cost: $35
Time: N/A
Diffi culty: 1/10 fused to be stain-, oil- and water resistant; 100 percent poly-

propylene fi bers are used on one side.
Since the materials share similarities to life preservers, 

the TrackMat is incapable of absorbing water. It’s also 
not susceptible to mold or mildew. The build properties 
represent severe toughness and ruggedness, and washing 
with water from a hose and products like Simple Green 
quickly eliminates any mess that might end up on the mat’s 
surface without fear of damage.

During testing, the TrackMat was utilized for a variety of 
tasks in the shop, around the RV and even while working in 
the garden. The mat’s ¾-inch thickness was good enough 
to keep rough surfaces from protruding into our backs 
while crawling under the chassis, and folding it to support 
our knees while checking tire pressure or accessing stored 
items in low compartments made the TrackMat almost in-
dispensable. The cut-out grab handles make the mat easy to 
retrieve from storage, where it takes up very little space, and 
the integral “hinge” showed no signs of wear after folding 
and unfolding multiple times.

The TrackMat is so durable and versatile that I now 
keep one in the RV, garage and home — and I even keep 
one in my four-wheeler for those off-road adventures. And 
there’s no reason to feel limited to using the TrackMat as 
just a creeper. As an all-purpose utility mat, you can get 
very creative with it. The TrackMat can be used to cushion 
shock when standing on a hard surface for a long time, while 
exercising or even coupled together for a makeshift sleeping 
pad for unexpected guests or pets, to name a just a few of its 
unbelievably handy uses. 

BedRug Inc., 615-847-0020, www.bedrug.com

BedRug’s TrackMat takes the place of a 
mechanic’s creeper for those jobs that 
are hard on your back and knees

Wonder Mat

[A] The mat is made of ¾-inch closed-cell foam that is resistant to 
stains, oil and water. The up side is made from polyurethane fi bers.
[B] Folded, the mat is 1½ inches thick and provides great cushioning 
for your knees. [C] Unlike a mechanic’s creeper, which elevates the 
user and limits work space, the TrackMat stays close to the ground 
while providing enough cushioning to be comfortable. [D] Cut-in 
handles at the ends of the mat make it easy to tote when folded. 

By Kevin Livingston

A B

C D

When open, the TrackMat measures 4 by 2 feet, which is enough 
surface area to protect even larger people from the ground.MAINTENANCE
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NEW BENEFIT  
Earn 3 points on gas purchases2

OPEN A GOOD SAM | CAMPING WORLD 
VISA® CREDIT CARD ACCOUNT TODAY 
TO EARN UP TO

VISIT A CAMPING WORLD SUPERCENTER NEAR YOU! 
NOT NEAR A STORE?  CALL: 1-844-271-2591   CLICK: GoodSam.com/CreditCard

TDD/TTY 1-888-819-1918

1  O�er subject to credit approval. Cardholders will earn five (5) points for every one dollar ($1.00) of Net Purchases spent on Good Sam Club related products and services made on their Account rounded to the nearest dollar. 
“Good Sam Club eligible purchases,” are defined as products and services purchased from Good Sam Enterprises, LLC and its a�liates and partners, including but not limited to the following: Coast to Coast, Camping World, 
Good Sam, TL Enterprises, and NGIC. Cardholders will earn three (3) points for every one dollar ($1.00) of Net Purchases made at any gas station and any retail establishments that classify their merchant location to Visa as 
Campgrounds and Trailer Parks within the U.S. and Canada. For all other purchases made anywhere else, Cardholders will earn one (1) point for every one dollar ($1.00) of Net Purchases made on their Account rounded to the 
nearest dollar. A one-time bonus award of (2,000) Rec Rewards Points will be awarded to new cardholders after the first purchase is posted to the Account. Bonus Rec Rewards Points will be posted approximately 30 days 
after the initial qualifying transaction. Cardholders will earn double points (up to 2,000 bonus points total) on all purchases made outside Good Sam or Camping World within the first 90 days of account opening. This rewards 
program is provided by Comenity Capital Bank and its terms may discontinue or change at any time. For information about the rates, fees, other costs, and the reward program rules (including point accrual rate, bonus point 
awards, etc.) and benefits associated with the use of this credit card program please visit http://www. comenity.net/goodsamcampingworld for complete terms and conditions. © 2016 CWI, Inc. & Good Sam Enterprises, LLC. 
CAMPING WORLD and the CAMPING WORLD Mountain Logo are registered trademarks of CWI, Inc. GOOD SAM and the GOOD SAM ICON are registered trademarks of Good Sam Enterprises, LLC. Unauthorized use of any 
trademarks is expressly prohibited. All rights reserved.

2  Each merchant is assigned a code by a third party that indicates the merchant’s area of business. Bonus points will only be awarded if the merchant code for the purchase matches a category eligible for the o�er. Comenity 
Capital Bank does not have the ability to control assignment of merchant codes.

The Good Sam | Camping World Visa® and Good Sam | Camping World Visa Signature® cards are issued by Comenity Capital Bank, pursuant to license from Visa® U.S.A. Inc.  GCR51123 - 0716

GET ON THE ROAD TO BIGGER REWARDS!

FOR EVERY $1 SPENT
2,000 BONUS POINTS 
the first time you use your card for a purchase  
(up to $25 value)

DOUBLE POINTS 
on purchases outside Camping World & Good Sam for 
the first 90 days (up to 2,000 points/$25 value)

REDEEM 
points for cash back as a statement credit, Good Sam 
memberships, restaurant, retail and gas gift cards,  
plus, MUCH more!

POINTS at Camping World and on 
Good Sam purchases

POINT everywhere else VISA® is accepted

POINTS on gas & at private campgrounds 
in the U.S. & Canada2

3 POINTS NOW
EARN

PER DOLLAR EVERY 
TIME YOU FUEL UP2

OPEN A GOOD SAM | CAMPING WORLD 

PER DOLLAR EVERY 
TIME YOU FUEL UP2

FOR EVERY $1 SPENT
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Label LamentLabel Lament
HANDS-ON | HOT LINE | COACH & POWERTRAIN
TECH SAVVY

Hot Line sent Mann’s complaint 
to Casey’s General Stores Inc. 
Although the company was not able 
to assist Mann, we are publishing 
his case as a reminder to others 
to carefully read labels prior 
to pumping fuel. The company 
responded to Mann as follows:

I am writing in response to your 
letter stating you mistakenly 
pumped diesel fuel into your gas 
tank at our store in Kingman, 
Kansas. 

Upon my investigation, I 
have found — per state regula-
tions — a larger nozzle is not 
required for diesel fuel pumps; 
it is only required to be properly 
labeled. I confi rmed with the 
store manager and she stated 
that the diesel grade is clearly 
labeled as required. Therefore, I 
must respectfully deny your claim 
and inform you that no voluntary 
payments will be made.
Mindy Brincks
Risk Management
Casey’s General Stores Inc.
Ankeny, Iowa

System Shutdown
Attempting to obtain a refund for an 
expense he believed was the respon-
sibility of a service facility that had 
performed work on his motorhome, a 
reader sought Hot Line’s help. He wrote:

In April, I took my 2009 Tiffi n 
Allegro to Cummins Atlantic in Spar-
tanburg, South Carolina, to repair 
problems with the check-engine light 
and a high-pitched squeal that 
occurred when starting the engine. 
Cummins resolved these issues to my 
satisfaction at a cost of $4,544. I am 
not complaining about the bill or the 
repairs; my concern is that Cummins 
failed to maintain shorepower to the 
coach, or to turn off the house battery 
bank switch, which caused the 12-volt 
DC system to shut down.

I contacted John Beaty, service 
manager at Cummins, and informed 
him of the problem. He indicated 
that he had no idea why this problem 
existed, so I took my motorhome to 
Camping World to have the problem 
corrected. They fi xed it, and the cost 
was $280.76. While Beaty has been 
cooperative, he has not offered to 
reimburse me. I have communicated 
my concerns to him verbally and 
via email, and I seem to be getting 
nowhere. I am asking Hot Line to 
please help.
Fred Smith | Roseman, North Carolina

Hot Line contacted Cummins Atlantic 
on Smith’s behalf. We heard back from 
both Cummins and Smith, who shared 
the following email from Beaty that 
concludes Smith’s case. Beaty wrote:

I discussed your situation with the 
service manager at Camping World, 
and she spoke with her technician. 
They both agreed that Cummins 
did not cause the issue. I was told 
that any time batteries get low, it is 
possible for this issue to occur. That 
being said, I have had discussions 
with my upper management and they 
agreed to issue a goodwill credit to 
you for $280.76.

I am sorry for the amount of time 
that has passed during this process, 
but when we were told it was not 
caused by us, I had to approach this in 
a different manner. I hope that I have 
proven to you that we will do what’s 
right, and I hope you will give us the 
opportunity to serve you again. 
John Beaty, Service Manager
Cummins Atlantic
Spartanburg, South Carolina 

Last October I was traveling through Kansas and stopped at Casey’s 
General Store for fuel. I fi lled up at pump No. 1 and mistakenly put 

diesel fuel into my gasoline vehicle. I know that sounds stupid, but the pump 
I used had a gasoline nozzle on the diesel hose. After a large repair bill, I 
returned to the station and went to pump No. 8. I checked that nozzle, and it 
refused entry into my gasoline tank. I think some of my repair costs are due 
to Casey’s not having the proper nozzle on their pump. Any help would be 
appreciated.
Joseph Mann | Birchwood, Wisconsin

Contact Hot Line for HelpTake Action
Hot Line assists in mediating confl icts between consumers and RV dealers and manufactur-
ers, accessories suppliers and service providers. After exhausting all other resources, send 
typed letters to MotorHome Hot Line, 2750 Park View Court, Suite 240, Oxnard, CA 93036 
and enclose copies of appropriate bills and correspondence, plus a self-addressed, stamped 
envelope. Selected letters will be edited and published unless otherwise requested.

After damaging his gasoline engine by using 
what he feels was an inadequately identifi ed 
diesel-fuel pump, a reader turned to Hot Line 
for assistance. He wrote:
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LIMITED-TIME OFFER ends October 31, 2016. Sign up now!

• Extended family coverage, including 
grandchildren and parents 

• 24/7 Nurse Helpline

• Transportation to visit hospitalized family member

• Pet return assistance

*Introductory offer for new members only. This is only an outline of the plan’s features. Please read your Plan Description carefully to understand all the services available to you, as well as any terms, conditions, 
and limitations. GTA51193 - 0816

Extended family coverage, including 

JOIN TODAY AND GET UPGRADED TO PREMIER FOR FREE!

TravelAssist 
PREMIER

grandchildren and parents 
Extended family coverage, including 

TravelAssist

Extended family coverage, including 

TravelAssist

NOW  
ONLY

$7999*

Click: GoodSamTravelAssist.comCall: 888-633-6456

$16999

•

•

•

TravelAssist
PLUS THESE 
PREMIER 
EXCLUSIVES

EMERGENCY MEDICAL EVACUATION

$20,000  FREE
VEHICLE RETURN SERVICE

$5,000  FREE
RETURN HOME AFTER HOSPITALIZATION

$2,000  FREE

• Worldwide emergency medical evacuation

• RV/vehicle return service

• Coverage when traveling for business or 
pleasure, fall vacation, 24/7/365

• Includes glasses and prescription 
replacement assistance

Get all the great 
benefits of our regular 
TravelAssist program
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Custom Glass Solutions, Circle 106 on Reader Service Card
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Motorhome Maintenance
We just bought our first 
motorhome, which is a 2003 

Georgetown 306. It is on the GM 
Workhorse chassis, and has only 
23,000 original miles. I don’t know 
what engine or transmission it has. 
How do I determine what I have? 
Are there any specific maintenance 
items I should be concerned with?
John Bodine | Brooksville, Florida

The chassis is powered by an 
8.1-liter GM Vortec V-8 engine 

coupled to an Allison automatic 
transmission. This is a very common 
powertrain, and most RV shops are 
very familiar with them. Just as with 
any gasoline-powered motor vehicle, 
the engine oil and filter should be 
changed regularly, and all fluids and 
lubrication checked. Many people 
overlook changing the brake fluid 
and coolant every few years, so I will 
mention this as a reminder.

Some of the Workhorse chassis 
had problems with faulty brake 
calipers that dragged and/or 

TECH SAVVY

stuck. Also, the GM P-chassis and 
subsequent Workhorse chassis with 
the automatic parking brakes had a 
number of problems and should be 
checked over by a shop familiar with 
them. You can search for recalls online 
at www.nhtsa.gov/recalls.

One of the better sources of informa-
tion (besides the booklets that came with 
the motorhome) is www.rv.net. There 
are discussion threads on all sorts of 
subjects related to motorhome mainte-
nance and repair. You can also find the 
various manuals for sale on www.eBay.
com, or you can just do an online search 
for “Workhorse motorhome manual” or 
something similar. 

Fogged Double-Pane Windows
Almost all the double-pane windows 
in our 2006 Fleetwood Discovery 

have become foggy on the inside. Is 
there an easy fix (short of removing and 
replacing the glass) to clearing the glass 
in our unit’s sealed windows? 
Cathy Devins | Kelowna, British Columbia, 
Canada

The good news is that the windows 
can often be repaired. There are a 

number of shops that perform this work. 
The bad news is, it typically requires 
window removal. Internal fogging is 
caused by a leak in the seal between the 
panes. Not all fogged windows can be 
repaired, and some must be replaced. 
If the windows are fogged white, the 
glass may be etched, which may require 
replacement. If only wet, then they can 
be cleaned and resealed. MotorHome
published an article on replacing 
a fogged window in the June issue 
(“Motorhome Window Swapping”). 

Troubleshooting Solar Panels
I have a 1997 Fleetwood 
Southwind motorhome. It had a 

missing solar panel on the roof, and 
I replaced it with a smaller 15-watt 
panel. I’m hooking it to two 6-volt 
batteries in series. The batteries don’t 
seem to be charging. What could be 
the problem? Under the hood in the 
fuse panel, I have power at the two 
sides of the center fuse (5A) when 

By Ken Freund

The ABS light on my motorhome flashed as I 
started to leave home today. As I gained speed 
to about 5 to 6 MPH, a buzzer went off and the 
transmission would not shift; it remained in 

first gear. I cannot shift to REVERSE or NEUTRAL. I turned off 
the engine and restarted it and was able to shift to REVERSE
and NEUTRAL again, but the ABS light flashed as a fault 
indication. Then as I gained speed to 5 to 8 MPH, the buzzer 
started and the transmission again won’t shift. What is the 
solution? Is there a reset?
Andy Housley | Alice, Texas

There is no “reset” unless you consider a repair a 
reset. It would be helpful if you included the year, 

make and model of your motorhome. However, I can 
provide some generic information. When you start out and 
begin to drive, the ABS computer “looks for” a signal from 

the vehicle speed sensors, 
and if it doesn’t “see” that, 
it illuminates the warning 
light and shuts down the 
ABS. That’s because it 
requires a reliable signal 
to operate. This also sets a 
trouble code in the computer that should indicate exactly 
where the problem lies, and that can be read by a code 
reader plugged into the OBDII diagnostic port.

At the same time, the automatic transmission also 
requires a vehicle-speed signal in order to determine 
when to shift. Therefore, I believe the two problems are 
related by a shared common problem: loss of speed 
signals. Have a shop that’s good with computer diagnos-
tics check it out with a scan tool. It’s very likely that your 
problem is caused by a sensor failure.

Won’t Shift and ABS Light On

HOT LINE | HANDS-ON | COACH & POWERTRAIN
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ments provided for my RV are now 
designated as LTX M/S2LT225/75R16. 
Since many RVs don’t cover a lot of 
miles per year, these older recalls 
are still significant for owners of 
Ford and other Class C chassis, and 
those owners should be alerted to the 
following information and recall for 
tires produced from the second week of 
2010 through the 25th week of 2012:

Michelin US Recall: http://www.
michelinman.com/US/en/help/safety-
recalls/ltx.html

Michelin Canadian Recall: http://
www.michelin.ca/safety-recall.page

Michelin Recall Letter: http://
www-odi.nhtsa.dot.gov/acms/cs/jaxrs/
download/doc/UCM448217/RCONL-
13T012-0123.pdf
Gerry Walsh | Langley, British Columbia, 
Canada

Thanks for writing, Gerry. This 
recall covers a significant number of 
vehicles, and owners should check 
and verify if their tires are subject to 
this recall.

Dinghy Towing Methods
Where can I find the pros and 
cons of towing a car or SUV on 

the ground, on a dolly or on a trailer 
behind my motorhome?
Jay Garwood | Via email

It has been a while since I have 
covered this topic in my column, 

so it’s a good time to review. I’m just 
going to cover the major points, but 
there are also minor points that some 
folks might come up with. The main 
advantages of towing “on the ground” 
as you say, which is commonly called 
“flat towing” and is accomplished with 
a tow bar, is the simplicity, relatively 
lower cost and lightness of this 
method. MotorHome’s annual dinghy 
towing guides list the vehicles that are 
approved by their manufacturers spe-
cifically for flat towing.

The tow bar can be stowed inside 
the vehicle or in a storage compart-
ment, or left mounted on the back of 
the motorhome, depending on the 
tow-bar design. There is no need to 

checking both sides with the fuse out. I 
am going to pull the battery cables and 
check if I have power coming there. If 
so, should I just rehook them up and be 
done? Or do I need to install some sort 
of voltage regulator?
Ken Hughes | Via email

With the solar panel in full 
sunlight, measure the output 

voltage, then place something opaque 
on the panel and take another reading, 
just to verify that you’re measuring 
voltage at the correct wires. You 
should get full voltage on the first test, 
and nothing on the second. A solar 
panel in bright sunlight will produce 
significantly more than 12 volts DC, 
and could potentially overcharge the 
batteries. Therefore, I recommend 
using a charge controller. The original 
panel attached to Coleman air con-
ditioners was very small and didn’t 
require a controller, but instead had 
a “charge minder” light on the ceiling 
assembly. Panels that use a controller 
are much more efficient.

Replacing a Coolant Reservoir
We have a 2002 Itasca Horizon 
motorhome on a Freightliner 

chassis with a 300 IBS Cummins diesel 
engine. The coolant reservoir needs 
to be replaced. Does the technician 
need to get under the bed or can it be 
replaced from the rear of the coach? 
Bill Franzen | St. George, Utah

While without the VIN we cannot 
determine the exact position 

where Freightliner mounts the coolant 
reservoir, historically, it’s positioned 
above radiator level, viewable and 
fillable from an open rear door. It is 
likely that the technician will have 
to access the back of the tank from 
under the bed to unbolt the bracket 
and to access the hoses, etc. You 
didn’t provide the chassis model, but 
you mentioned the 300-horsepower 
ISB Cummins, so it’s likely your 
motorhome is built on the X-Line 
chassis. You can call Freightliner at 
800-385-4357 to get more information; 
make sure you have the VIN available.

COACH & POWERTRAIN

Power Steps
I purchased a 2004 Itasca 
Sunrise motorhome and have 

returned from our first trip, so I now 
feel qualified to respond to Michael 
Lessard’s letter (“Ghostly RV Steps,” 
June issue). My steps extend whenever 
the door is opened. They stay extended 
when the step switch is turned off and 
the door is closed, unless the ignition 
is turned on. However, even with the 
ignition on, the steps will extend when 
the door is opened. This is a signifi-
cant safety factor. I believe that the 
door switch is magnetic rather than 
a mechanical switch. Adjusting the 
clearance at the switch could be the 
only solution.
Chuck Erdrich | Auburn, California

Thanks for writing, Chuck. A faulty 
or out-of-adjustment switch is the 

likely culprit. Most motorhomes have 
magnetic switches, but some older 
coaches may have mechanical ones. 
Regardless of the type, they must be 
properly adjusted in order to work sat-
isfactorily.

Michelin Tire Recall
This is in regard to the “Tire Failures” 
letter from Kent Williams in the 
September issue about the Michelins 
on a Class C. I bought a used 1997 
Triple E Senator 28D on a Ford E-450 
chassis with brand-new Michelins 
on it three years ago. Subsequently, 
when looking for a possible upgrade 
to a newer Class C, I discovered that 
one dealer provided the benefit of its 
used Class C’s being Michelin Recall 
Upgraded. Being inquisitive, I followed 
up on the “Michelin Recall Notices” 
and discovered the “new” tires on my 
unit were recalled. No doubt, as in 
many cases, the recall information 
chain was broken between the manu-
facturer, previous owner and dealer or 
supplier failing to, or being unable to, 
contact the current owner.

The Michelin LTX M/SLT225/75R16 
has been a mainstay of Ford Class C 
OEM supply, and a lot of the replace-
ment market. The new version replace-
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JOIN & GET UPGRADED

TO PLATINUM

FREE

SIGN UP NOW. Offer expires October 31, 2016!

Protect your whole family with 24/7 roadside assistance and 
unlimited distance towing to the nearest service station!

Ranked #1 in pro rankings1, higher than AAA!

Towing Unlimited Distance Towing to the Nearest Service Center Mileage restricted to 100 miles per tow

Family Coverage Member, Spouse and Dependent Children Covered Member-only Coverage. $75 Extra per Additional Driver

RV/Vehicle Coverage RV, Autos, Boat Trailers, Motorcycles RV, Autos, Motorcycles

North American Coverage U.S., Canada, Mexico, Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands U.S. and Canada only

Tire Services Flat Tire Change and Roadside RV Tire Delivery Flat Tire Change only

RV Techs On Staff Certified RV technicians on staff and the nation’s largest RV-specific dispatch network N/A

PRICE $179 + $75 per driver 

AAA*DARE TO COMPARE TO 
YOUR CURRENT PLAN!

 $79.95 Orig.
$139.95

ONE YEAR FOR ONLY
$7995*

$139.95

Click: GoodSamRoadside.comCall: 1-800-601-2690
*Introductory offer for Good Sam Members who are first-time buyers only. The rate provided includes a $5 Auto-Renewal discount. Information obtained from AAA of Colorado Plus RV plan at Colorado.aaa.com on 8/10/2016. Benefits and services provided by Americas Road & Travel 
Club, Inc. for Members residing in Alaska, Alabama, Utah, and Virginia; and by Affinity Road & Travel Club, LLC for Members residing in all other States. Note: All program benefits are subject to limitations set forth in the current Member Benefit Brochure which can be found at www.
GoodSamRoadside.com/MBBs. ©2016 Good Sam Enterprises, LLC. GOOD SAM and the GOOD SAM ICON are registered trademarks of Good Sam Enterprises, LLC. Unauthorized use of any of GSE, LLC’s trademarks is expressly prohibited. 1According to MoneySavingPro, available on 
moneysavingpro.com published on 6/1/2016. All rights reserved. GRA51055 - 0816

 Coverage for leased, rented, borrowed vehicles
 Coverage for multiple RVs and utility/sport trailers
  Access to our Certified RV Technicians for Operational 
& Technical Assistance

PLUS, you’ll get these  
Platinum exclusive benefits!
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store or park a trailer or tow dolly 
separately, and you don’t have to buy or 
maintain one, replace the dolly/trailer 
tires or pay for licensing fees, etc.

A tow dolly can allow a vehicle, 
such as many front-wheel-drive 
models (typically with automatic trans-
missions), which are not approved 
for flat towing, to be towed behind 
the motorhome safely without fear of 
damage to the drivetrain. Tow dollies 
are also available with brakes, which 
takes care of the need for an auxiliary 
braking system.

Trailers allow virtually any vehicle 
to be towed behind a motorhome, 
regardless of its drivetrain design 
or limitations regarding towing. For 
example, with a trailer, you can tow 
all-wheel-drive vehicles that must not 
be towed with their wheels turning (to 
prevent drivetrain damage). Trailers 
should be fitted with brakes sufficient 
to handle the weight of the vehicle 
carried and trailer weight. 

Diesel Exhaust Fluid
Is there is a difference between 
the brands of DEF? There can be a 

big difference in price.
Pete Whitehouse | Clayton, Delaware

That’s a very good question, Pete. 
Because the answer is important 

to a lot of diesel owners, and the result 
of getting the wrong product can lead 
to very expensive problems, we’ll take 
an in-depth look. 

To begin with, let’s cover the legal 
definition of diesel exhaust fluid (DEF). 
It must meet the guidelines estab-
lished by the International Organization 
for Standardization, ISO 22241, which 
maintains quality requirements for 
DEF production, storage and distribu-
tion. To qualify as DEF, it must contain 
a urea concentration of 32.5 percent 
by weight. This concentration has a 
freezing temperature of 12 degrees 
Fahrenheit, the lowest of various 
urea-water mixtures. There are strict, 
low limits on impurities to ensure 
reliable operation of the Selective 
Catalytic Reduction (SCR) system, 
which controls emissions.
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CALL
1-800-444-1476
mention priority code 458 GoodSamRVLoans.com/458

VISIT

The Good Sam Finance Center Offers:
• Refinancing of Existing RV Loans
• Same Rates for New or Used RVs

• Private Party RV Loans
• Loans for Full-Timers

5.49%**

on loan amounts of $15k to $24,999
3.99%**

on loan amounts of $25k to $49,999

3.89%**

on loan amounts of $50k+

APR is fixed for the life of the loan. Other rates with different loan terms are available. Rates are accurate as of August 18, 
2016. See our website for current rates and terms, as well as financing for Full-Timers and loan amounts below $15,000. 

APRs* AS LOW AS

Take advantage of
Today’s Low Rates

* Estimated APR (Annual Percentage Rate). Subject to consumer loan program requirements and credit approval. 
Certain fees, closing costs, and restrictions may apply.

** Rates and terms may vary with market conditions and are subject to change without notice. APR applied to 
the loan is the APR in effect on the date the application is received and is valid until 30 days after the loan 
is approved. APRs may vary with loan term. For a refinance request, RV must be 2006 model year or newer. 
For a purchase request, RV must be 2008 model year or newer. Maximum loan to value is determined by the 
following: credit score and model year, with collateral value being established per NADA Used Wholesale 
Base Trade-in value. Maximum loan term may vary based on model year, loan amount, loan type and lender 
guidelines. Example of a recreational use RV loan: A 7 year fixed-rate $55,000 loan. Based on an APR of 3.89%, 
this loan has 84 monthly payments of $749.00 each.

Good Sam Finance Center™ provided through Essex Credit, a division of Bank of the West. In South Dakota, 
Bank of the West operates as Bank of the West California. NMLS ID # 19116. Member FDIC. ©2016 Good Sam 
Finance Center. GOOD SAM and the GOOD SAM ICON are registered  
trademarks of Good Sam Enterprises, LLC. Unauthorized use of any of GSE, 
LLC’s trademarks is expressly prohibited. All rights reserved. GRL51110 - 0716 EQUAL HOUSING LENDER

The ISO DEF standards also require 
that the water in the formulation be 
purified by distillation or deionization. 
Deionized water is critical to the manu-
facturing of DEF. The slightest amount 
of contaminants in the water or urea 
will cause the fluid to not meet the ISO 
22241 specification. Elements such as 
aluminum, calcium, copper, iron, zinc, 
magnesium, chromium, nickel, sodium 
and potassium can all damage SCR 
systems.

Any product that doesn’t meet ISO 
22241 standards cannot legally be 
called DEF or sold as DEF. However, 
with growing demand, there will likely 
be unlicensed products that don’t 
meet ISO standards but are still urea 
solutions. Agricultural-grade urea may 
contain impurities such as aldehydes 
and excessive levels of biuret, which 
damage SCR systems. Some failures 
may be immediate, while others might 
take from days to years.

In addition to meeting the ISO 
22241 specification, only products 
that are licensed by the American 
Petroleum Institute (API) may be called 
DEF. To protect yourself, use only 
known brands of DEF that use phar-
maceutical-grade urea. However, feel 
free to shop for the best price among 
these brands and container sizes, 
keeping in mind that DEF has a limited 
life. Containers should be stored in a 
cool place to ensure longevity.

For a searchable directory of API-
licensed DEF products, visit www.
apidef.org/directory.aspx. 

Jeep Cherokee Towing Update
I read MotorHome regularly and have 
been watching the articles on the Jeep 
Cherokee “death wobble” that RVers 
have experienced. I would like to add 
to the story. 

I tow a 2014 Jeep Cherokee behind 
my 2002 Fleetwood Revolution. After 
experiencing the wobble I tried calling 
Chrysler, to no avail. I was advised 
by other RVers to check with my 
local Jeep dealer and have a special 
wiring harness installed as provided 
by Chrysler to fix this problem. Since 
I was traveling in (continued on page 79)
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SEWER SOCK 

Designed to seal utility openings ,  

$24. 99 

Tel. = (423) -327 -0052  

Made in USA ! 

www.sewersock.net  

( Electric, Water, Sewer, etc…. )  

3 easy steps to security ! 
Satisfaction  Guaranteed ! 

Prevent rodents and  insects 
from becoming a nuisance !!! 

Protect your family ! 
Protect your investment ! 

TM 

ENGINE OIL DRAIN VALVE
Makes your oil change easy and clean!

For
-RVs
-Generators
-Water drain
-Trucks

ORDER ONLINE

844-533-1159 
www.OilDrainValve.net

The Finest/Toughest Bikecover 
Built To Beat The Weather

• Made of 600D Canvas
• Call for Colors Available
• 3 Sizes Available
• Made in the USA

USARoadbag.com
(208) 660-6351
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HOMES FOR SALE

TOP RATED RESORT - S. Texas 
Retama Village -  Supersites $50s.  
RV Casitas $120s RV Port Homes $170s.  
956-380-6500 www.bentsenpalm.com            

#1 RATED RV RESORTS - S. Texas 
Bentsen Palm Village & Retama Village 
Rentals available for Pull-throughs, 
Back ins, Super sites, and Casitas 
956-585-5568 www.bentsenpalm.com                      

Bella Terra announces the fi nest RV port-homes in 
America. Home & Lot begins at $249,000. Come see 
using our 4 day/3 night $99 Stay & Play at Bella 
Terra or Test a Port-Home for $349. Get Details @ 
866-417-2416 OR ReunionPointe.com 
Richard@ReunionPointe.com 321-223-9043  

LILY LAKE GOLF RESORT - FROSTPROOF, FLA 
Manufactured Home Lots, RV Port Lots 
•New Home/Lot Packages from the $120s 
•1-863-635-3685. www.lilylake.com  

HOMES RESORT

Florida RV Port Home-Polo Park Estates 
Over 55 community-corner lot-Disney Area 
3br 2ba-1594 sq. ft. - Garage-nicely furnished. 
Golf course, pools, club houses. 508-234-5807 
Pictures-call/text 508-579-7851 $209,970.00 

MAIL FORWARDING

AMERICAS MAILBOX Forwarding in SD/Low Rates 
NO Wheel Tax/NO Sales/Income Tax/Save $$$ 
NO Safety Insp/4-Season Campground & Hotel 
We Scan Your Mail/Insurance/Ext Warranties 
www.AmericasMailbox.com/TL Call Us First!!  

MOTORHOMES FOR SALE

3 Locations in So. California! 800-961-4464 
San Marcos-Off Hwy 78-Camping World 
Accessory Store on Site. 
Santee - Off Hwy 67 @ Riverford 
Palm Desert - Off I-10 @ Washington St. 
Over 300 Motorhomes & Towables! 
HOLLANDRVCENTERS.COM     

MOTORHOMES WANTED

WANTED:
2003 & Newer Gas or Diesel 
“A “B” or “C” Motorhomes

Instant Cash
Nationwide Pick-up

Contact Bruno at 
(844) 990-2400

$ RV BUYERS OF AMERICA $  
WE BUY YEAR 2003 & NEWER DIESEL 

& GAS • FREE NATIONWIDE PICKUP  
TOLL FREE  1-888-782-8987  

www.rvbuyersusa.com 
WE WILL BEAT ANY DEALER PRICE 

ACCESSORIES

LEAKY ROOF? Liquid Roof® goes on like paint -- 
cures to a sealed EPDM rubber membrane. UV & 
Ozone resistant -- good to 300˚ F. 5-year warranty.
800-467-7135 www.AdvancedRubberCoatings.com         

CAMPGROUND MEMBERSHIPS FOR SALE

CAMPGROUND MEMBERSHIP OUTLET-SINCE 1991 
To buy 800-272-0401 
To sell 800-952-0401 
Any Membership-Nationwide. Best prices ever.     

MULTI-RESORT CAMPING RESORT LOCATED NEAR 
THE MOHICAN RIVER AND AMISH COUNTRY WITH 
THE ABILITY TO CAMP ACROSS THE US/CANADA 
FOR $10-15 PER NIGHT. $4,000 obo CALL 740-258-3910.

HELP WANTED

SEEKING HIGHLY MOTIVATED COUPLES looking 
for an opportunity in advertising sales while 
traveling in your RV. Good Sam needs highly 
qualifi ed, self-motivated couples with proven 
sales experience in closing deals & selling 
intangible products. Couples will represent 
Good Sam RV Travel & Savings Guide & our 
digital assets as self-employed, independent 
contractors working on a commission based  
income. Meet face-to-face with customers 
selling print & digital advertising while gathering 
accurate data & applying Good Sam’s criteria in 
evaluating RV parks & campgrounds & be in an 
assigned territory from early Spring-Fall. Must 
be: Digital & tech savvy, profi cient in Excel & Word, 
detail oriented, organized & have impeccable customer 
service skills. Email: MaryEllen.Foster@goodsam.com 
with your name, address, phone & include in the 
subject line: AC Desk MAG

New & growing RV resort community has 
opportunity for aggressive, seasoned and 
mature sales person; must be self-motivated. 
Real estate background helpful. Candidate 
must have good people and communication 
skills. This is a unique opportunity available 
in lovely Southwest Florida. Hours are fl exible 
with weekend hours expected during season. 
Send resume to info@HarpDevelopment.com

Demonstrate & sell healthy cooking systems 
at RV Shows & Expos. High Commissions. 
Write off travel expenses. $800 - $1,500 
a weekend. www.CookingShowHost.com
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888-783-4009
FREE PICKUP

MotorHomeFinders.com

FAST CASH  FOR
2002-2015 GAS OR

DIESEL MOTOR HOMES 

WANTED USED DIESELS 
SPECIALIZING IN NEWMARS 
NATIONWIDE PICKUP 
(602) 421-3870   

NORTHEAST MOTORHOME WHOLESALER 
Cash for your late model gas or 
diesel motorhome.  Will buy nationwide. 
Toll free 866-803-6787  www.futuresrv.com   

NATIONWIDE RV BUYER 
Searching for 2005 and newer Pre-Owned RVs 
Call 303.717.0880 or topbuyer@rvbuyerswest.com 
www.rvbuyerswest.com    

$ CASH $ TOP DOLLAR PAID for late-model motorhomes. 
All makes and models.No hassles.  
For instant cash call Keith Roy  
(toll-free) at 1-888-227-4078, PEDATA RV CENTER.      

RECREATIONAL VEHICLES FOR SALE

RV REGISTRY 
www.rvregistry.com 
Motorhomes, Trailers & Fifth Wheels 
For Sale by Owners 
No Sales Commissions 
Buyers/Sellers   800-546-8457 

BUY OR SELL RVS ONLINE! RVT.com ® 
Reach Millions of RV Buyers with a FREE AD. 
80,000+ RVs for Sale - By Owner and Dealer Listings. 
www.RVT.com or 1-877-705-0025   

RV DEALERS

VOGT RV NEEDS YOUR MOTORHOME 
We need clean, late model motorhomes 
Buy - Sell - Trade - Consign 
vogtrv.com - (817) 831-4222       

RV MAINTENANCE

RV WHEEL-ALIGNMENT/BRAKES/FRONT END REP 
Alignment: $120 Class C/ $155 Class A 
Brake Job $30 off, Torrance, CA  90501 
Torrance Auto Repair Tel: 310-533-1771 

RV RESORT LOT RENTALS

Beautiful Class “A” Resort is located near 
sunny Palm Springs, CA. This active 
“Denim to Diamonds” adult resort features 
FREE golf, pickle ball, tennis, fi tness ctr & 
much more. Lot Rentals and Ownership 
opportunities available. Call Today!! 
www.orindio.com 1-800-892-2992

RV SPACES FOR RENT

LARGE RV SPACES 55+, Bellfl ower, CA 
POOL, CLUBHOUSE, ACTIVITIES, WIFI 
Website: rosewoodland.com/mhp 
Rosewoodrvpark@gmail.com 562-867-3227             

SERVICES

Let us help you BUY YOUR RV ... TAX FREE! 
We guarantee BEST service and price 
Receive $100 Gas Card & FREE Mail Fwding 
Call    888.430.3388    www.MontanaRV.net          

TAX FREE Montana Vehicle Registration

Avoid high licensing fees and sales tax

Assisting clients worldwide with Montana 
vehicle registration for over 19 years.

Jared S. Heggen, Licensed Attorney 
888-777-5032 | heggenlawof�ce.com

Register your Vehicle & SAVE THOUSANDS

     

NATIONWIDE WINDSHIELD REPLACEMENT SERVICE 
Insurance claim specialists, OEM Glass   
All makes and models, National warranty  
$100 off MobileRVGlass.com 855-778-4527     

 

$800 for a 1 day MT LLC and RV Registration 
All fees incl. Plates in your hands in 3 days. 
www.49dollarmontanaregisteredagent.com 
Call for more info 406-552-0004.

TAX FREE RV -- YOUR TAX SAVINGS EXPERTS 
The best RV tax package in Montana. Save  
Thousands! Call now to speak to a specialist. 
888-441-5741--www.taxfreerv.com      

ACTION SERVICES, LLC 
Consult a Licensed Montana Attorney 
No Sales Tax in MT -- Low License Fees 
Financing & Insurance -- For Professional Service 
Call 800-481-0013  www.actionservices-mt.com      

#1 IN SALES TAX SAVINGS 
PAY NO SALES TAX! We have helped 1000’s save  
over the past 20 yrs. Call & talk to a CPA for  
professional, friendly service! www.rvtax.com-
Mountain States Consulting   800-565-4504
  

PAY NO SALES TAX 
Get the Facts, not the Hype 
Speak to an Attorney, not a Salesman 
Three Montana Attorneys on Staff 
Bennett Law Offi ce, P.C., Missoula, MT 
www.bennettlawoffi cepc.com  866-543-5803        
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TOURS

Guided RV Tours & Rallies 
Lower 48•Alaska•Canada•Mexico•Overseas 
Free RV Vacation Catalog 844-712-1077 or  
www.adventurecaravans.com            

ROSE PARADE with SOI RV Club 
Join us for our 36th year of presenting the 
best of the Rose Parade! Find out more at: 
www.soiclub.com or call 209-815-1837

RV CARAVANS and RALLIES 
Pre-Planned, Safe and Organized RV Tours 
and Rallies for those who enjoy the journey. 
FREE RV Travel Guide - Call 800-952-8496

CLASSIFIED RATES
Display Classified Advertising Rate
1” ad B/W ........................................... $395 
2” ad B/W ........................................... $675
Add $75 for color. 
Frequency discounts apply.
How To Place An Ad
Submit ad copy by mail, email or fax. 
Please include your name, address and 
phone number. Mail: Send with payment 
(check; money order; VISA, MC, Discover 
or American Express number, signature 
and expiration date) to: 

MotorHome Classifieds
Attention: Katey Purgatorio
3431 S. 257th Street
Kent, WA 98032

Questions:  Phone 847-229-6756 
Email: katey.purgatorio@goodsam.com

Mississippi River State Park

ArkansasStateParks.com

52 STATE 
PARKS.

52 WEEKS. 
COINCIDENCE?

Contact our experts: 
Email tech@motorhomemagazine.
com or write to MotorHome, 2750 
Park View Court, Suite 240, Oxnard, 
CA 93036 (please include your name, 
city and state). Selected letters will be 
answered in the magazine, but time 
does not permit individual replies.

Have a Tech Question?

COACH & POWERTRAIN

Wisconsin, I went to a dealer I know 
and had the wiring harness installed, 
but I wish to report that this is not a 
complete fix. 

To activate the harness, you need 
to install a 10-amp fuse, which is con-
nected to the battery, and flip a toggle 
switch installed inside the center con-
sole in the car. I was told that this would 
keep the steering stabilizer on while the 
car was off and being towed. 

I left Wisconsin on a trip to South 
Dakota. The battery went dead on the 
way. In my mind, once the battery was 
dead, then the steering stabilizer was 
no longer active either, since it had no 
power. Upon arrival in South Dakota, I 
struggled to gain entry to my car. I tried 
to re-engage the transfer case but was 
unable to. I had a small charger with 
me and after plugging into the battery, I 
was able to re-engage the transfer case 
... or so I thought. The lights said it was 
reset; however, when releasing the car 
from the motorhome, the car began to 
roll. After additional struggles, I was 
able to get the transfer case reset. The 
same thing happened on my return to 
Wisconsin. Then, the check engine light 
began appearing on my dashboard. 

I took it back to the dealer and was 
advised that there were many codes for 
this and all of them were related to the 
wiring-harness fix. I was also told that 
since the battery keeps draining to a 
dead point, a couple more times of that 
will ruin the battery and at best I will 
need to replace it or it may not start at 
all. I have to say, I did not experience 
the wobble again, but it has now created 
a whole new set of problems. 

I am worried about the safety of 
myself and other RVers who might think 
that this fixes the problem. I would like 
to see Chrysler get further involved to 
get this handled. Any RVers who have 
gotten the fix, please be aware that it 
can cause additional problems. 
Harvey Piette | Clermont, Florida

Thanks for your useful firsthand report 
on this modification. I am truly disap-
pointed that Jeep doesn’t step up and 
cover the cost of the auxiliary wiring 

harness, since it is necessary in order 
to safely allow dinghy towing, which 
the company claimed these vehicles 
were capable of and approved for. I 
agree that repeated deep discharges of 
the battery will ruin it; sometimes you 
only get one chance. You can fix the 
battery discharge problem by installing 
a charge line from the motorhome to 
the Jeep. Not only will this prevent the 
dead-battery problems, but it will also 
provide power for an auxiliary braking 
system, which you absolutely should 
have for safety reasons. 

(continued from page 75)
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FREE TRAVEL INFORMATION
NOVEMBER 2016

ALASKA 
From breathtaking glaciers and mountains 
to wildlife, you don’t want to miss Alaska. 
Get your FREE Alaska Official State Vacation 
Planner today! Call 866-421-6000 or visit www.
TravelAlaska.com/mo. Circle 150 on Reader 
Service Card.

See more of Alaska aboard our fleet of 11 state 
ferries. We travel a route so special it has been 
designated a National Scenic Byway and All-
American Road. Learn more at www.FerryAlaska.
com/mh. Circle 151 on Reader Service Card.

North to Alaska. Experience the Ultimate North 
American Road Trip, and epic adventure that 
takes you through Alberta, British Columbia, and 
the Yukon on your way to Alaska. www.Ultimate 
NorthAmericanRoadTrip.com/mth. Circle 168 on 
Reader Service Card.

ARKANSAS 
Hook up your rig at Arkansas State Parks’ 
campsites and enjoy all the campground en-
hancements. Scenic lake, river and mountain 
settings. Outdoor recreation choices abound. Call 
888-287-2757, or visit www.arkansasstateparks.
com. Circle 152 on Reader Service Card.

Only Hot Springs National Park in Arkansas has 
so many unique things to do — from our famous 
thermal baths to an amazing botanical garden, 
fine dining and more! Visit www.hotsprings.
org, or call 888-SPA-CITY. Circle 153 on Reader 
Service Card. 

Arkansas’ DeGray Resort State Park offers 
lakeside campsites, golf, trails, tennis, swimming, 
boating, fishing, horseback riding and an island 
lodge with restaurant. Call 800-737-8355, or visit 
www.degray.com. Circle 154 on Reader Service 
Card. 

FLORIDA 
With more than 120 miles of islands connected 
by bridges, the Florida Keys is a designated 
National Marine Sanctuary. Come and enjoy the 
spectacular natural wonders. Call 800-FLA-KEYS, 
or visit www.fla-keys.com. Circle 155 on Reader 
Service Card.

Camp under the trees at Florida State Parks. Sites 
feature water, electricity and a dump station. For 
more information, visit www.floridastateparks.org, 
or call 850-245-2157. For reservations, go to www.
reserveamerica.com. Circle 156 on Reader Service 
Card.

The premiere Lake Harris RV Resort with marina 
on Lake Harris has 336 luxury sites, cable TV, 
9-hole exec. golf, pool, 120 lighted wet slips, 
inside storage to 32 feet. Call 800-254-9993, or 
visit www.lakeharrisresort.com. Circle 157 on 
Reader Service Card. 

IDAHO
Idaho Travel Council. Stretch your imagination 
and budget with a vacation to Idaho, to keep you 
smiling after your vacation ends. Order a free 

travel guide at www.visitidaho.org, or call 800-
VISIT-ID. Circle 158 on Reader Service Card.

Idaho RV Campgrounds Association. RV IDAHO! 
The scenery is breathtaking, outdoor recreation is 
legendary and the folks are friendly. Stay awhile 
and play in Idaho. For a free RV/campground 
guide, call 800-VISIT-ID, or visit www.rvidaho.
org. Circle 159 on Reader Service Card. 

MISSOURI 
Free Missouri Vacation Planner. For fun places 
and great memories, enjoy a Missouri escape! 
Plan yours at 800-519-1500, ext. 89, or www.
visitmo.com. While online, check out our valuable 
money-saving coupons. Circle 160 on Reader 
Service Card.

The beautiful 54,000-acre Lake of the Ozarks 
offers a breathtaking panorama plus 261 holes of 
golf, fishing, a premium outlet mall, music shows, 
show caves, water parks, two state parks. Call 
800-FUNLAKE or visit www.funlake.com. Circle 
161 on Reader Service Card. 

MONTANA 
Epic views bookended by Glacier and Yellow-
stone national parks. Friendly locals sharing the 
unexpected and maybe their huckleberry pie. For 
your free Montana guidebook, call 800-VISIT-MT, 
or go to www.visitmt.com. Circle 162 on Reader 
Service Card. 

Visit Glacier National Park and satisfy your sixth 
sense — adventure, golf, hike, fly-fish, raft, cycle 
and more. Call 800-338-5072, or visit www.
glaciermt.com. Circle 163 on Reader Service Card. 

OHIO 
Ohio State Parks. Discover Ohio at any of our 57 
state-park campgrounds. Open year-round: hiking, 
golf, swimming, picnicking, boating, nature 
programs. Call 866-OHIOPARKS for reservations, 
or visit http://parks.ohiodnr.gov. Circle 164 on 
Reader Service Card. 

WYOMING 
Buffalo Bill’s Cody/Yellowstone Country, 
Wyoming: Rodeos, history, culture, outdoor 
adventure, recreation, tours, wildlife and Yellow-
stone National Park. Enjoy fine dining, museums, 
shopping, music and more. Call 800-393-2639, or 
visit www.yellowstonecountry.org. Circle 165 on 
Reader Service Card. 

Experience an adventure full of the spirit that is 
forever West. The Grand Tetons, Yellowstone, 
Devils Tower and more. Wyoming. Forever West. 
Call 800-225-5996, or visit www.wyoming 
tourism.org. Circle 166 on Reader Service Card. 

CANADA
Crossing the Trans-Canada Yellowhead Highway 
is a journey into Canadian history, including 
prairie mysteries and mountain legends. Request 
your free travel guide and map to explore the 
Yellowhead Highway. Visit www.yellowheadit.
com or call 877-Go-Yello. Circle 167 on Reader 
Service Card. 

MotorHome’s Free Travel Information helps RVers with trip planning. The following  
attractions, states and Canadian province offer free information about their facilities. To 
request materials, tear out the postage-paid card opposite the Advertisers Index, circle the 
numbers that correspond to your selections, fill out the card and drop it in the mail. For faster 
service, visit www.motorhome.com/info and request your information online, and visit each 
listing’s website for immediate information.
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AN EXPENSIVE BREAKDOWN
IS ONLY A MATTER OF TIME.

Be ready. Let Good Sam’s
Extended Service Plan
pay for your repairs.

u  We pay for your repairs 
at any repair facility

u  2000+ Good Sam  
Preferred Providers

u  Rates are locked in from 
3-7 years on new policies

u Flexible payment options

u  The backing of Good Sam 
– 100% satisfaction guarantee

Protect yourself from
high repair bills today –

call 866-725-9407 or 
visit GoodSamESP.com

GoodSamESP.com 866-725-9407
PROTECT YOURSELF FROM HIGH REPAIR BILLS TODAY

CALL OR CLICK FOR A FREE, NO OBLIGATION QUOTE

* All program benefits are subject to limitations set forth in the current Terms & Conditions. ESP is available to U.S. residents only. Designed for the Good Sam Club by Affinity Brokerage, 
LLC. ©2016 Good Sam Enterprises, LLC. GOOD SAM and the GOOD SAM ICON are registered trademarks of Good Sam Enterprises, LLC. Unauthorized use of any of GSE, LLC’s 
trademarks is expressly prohibited. All rights reserved. ADMH9407NOV16  GSP51130 - 0816

PR-GSP51130 Nov MH Ad.indd   1 8/9/16   8:58 AM
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As we approach the Thanksgiving holiday, I’ve been pondering the things I’m 
thankful for. And in the process, a somewhat odd notion occurred to me: 
that I’m grateful for the predictable unpredictability of motorhome travel. 

While that may sound like an 
oxymoron, think about it for a second. 
No matter what your destination, no 
matter how careful your planning, 
you can count on the fact that you’re 
never quite sure what you’re going to 
encounter during the course of your 
trip. Which to my way of thinking is a 
very good thing, indeed. 

You see, our everyday routines are 
as unsurprising as the sunrise. Get up, 
go to work, come home, eat dinner and 
maybe watch a little TV before hitting 
the sack and starting the process all 
over again tomorrow. Just not a lot of 
excitement there. 

Which is why we hop into our 
motorhomes and hit the road in the 
fi rst place. More than anything else, I 
think we crave the excitement of not 
knowing — or at least not knowing 
exactly — what the days ahead might 
bring. 

Take, for example, a recent trip 
we made to Death Valley, where 
we encountered, in turn, blinding 
snow, 60 mile-per-hour wind gusts, 
and an apocalyptic dust storm, all 
in the course of one 500-mile travel 
day. Sure, there were a few white-
knuckle moments, but I can tell you 

one thing for certain: these expected 
unexpected events defi nitely kept 
things interesting. 

Here’s something else we weren’t 
fully prepared for: the beauty of Death 
Valley itself. For a place with such a 
foreboding name and inhospitable 
reputation, we were surprised by both 
the sweeping views and captivating 
details, from wind-rippled sand dunes 
to delicate wildfl owers in patches of 
gold, purple, red and white.

We also found an unexpectedly 
welcoming atmosphere, thanks in 
large part to Richard Farabee, an 
unassuming guy with a quick wit and 
an earnest desire to help visitors get 
the most out of their Death Valley 
sojourn. Richard runs Farabee’s Jeep 
Rentals (760-786-9872, www.farabee 
jeeps.com), an operation dedicated to 
making off-the-beaten-path parts of 
this approximately 5,270-square-mile 

national park — we’re talking about 
some of the really good stuff here — 
accessible to a wider range of visitors.

After Richard got us settled into a 
two-door Jeep outfi tted with a cooler 
full of ice and water (plus a satellite 
tracking device for use in emergen-
cies), we set off to explore Titus 
Canyon. This 27-mile gravel trail near 
the Nevada border climbs and winds 
its way through the rugged Grapevine 
Mountains and includes the ghost 
town of Leadfi eld, not to mention the 
last 1.5-mile section known as The 
Narrows, where canyon walls are less 
than 20 feet apart. 

While the scenery was striking, the 
best part was the sense of solitude 
we enjoyed, something that’s hard to 
come by in other areas of Death Valley 
National Park, where more than 1 
million annual visitors rarely venture 
more than 100 yards from a parking lot. 
Combine that with the fact that much 
of the cool stuff to see and do here is 
located miles from the nearest paved 
road, and one of Richard Farabee’s 
Jeeps becomes an ideal way to explore 
it all, sans crowds.

What you’ll encounter on your own 
off-road expedition through Death 
Valley is hard to say. Ultimately, though, 
that unknowing is the whole point. A 
reminder that the one thing you can 
count on — thankfully — is expecting 
the unexpected whenever you head out 
to explore The Road Ahead. 

THE ROAD AHEAD

Expect the Unexpected
A trip to Death Valley in California and 
Nevada highlights one of the best — and 
perhaps most surprising — aspects of 
motorhome travel
By Alan Rider
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Right: Wildfl owers can pop up after rainstorms 
in Death Valley, which is the hottest, driest and 
lowest national park. Farabee’s Jeep Rentals 
offers visitors a great way to tour the area.

“ What you’ll encounter on your own off-road 
expedition through Death Valley is hard to 
say. Ultimately, though, that unknowing is the 
whole point.”
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Everything you need is within reach.

RIVERSIDE RESORT RV PARK
LAUGHLIN, NEVADA

We’re pleased to o�er you the following special
Motor Home Magazine Weekly Rate.*

                   $129 WEEKLY RATE
     Plus…Two Complimentary Choice Bu�ets and 

Two Complimentary Breakfast Bu�ets!

To Make Your Riverside RV Park Reservations
CALL 1.800.227.3849

ASK FOR THE MOTOR HOME MAGAZINE SPECIAL WEEKLY RATE.
*Excludes holidays and special event periods. Subject to availability. Two complimentary  

Choice Buffets and Breakfast Buffets per space, per week (excludes Sunday Champagne Brunch).  
Management reserves all rights. Offer valid through November 16, 2016.

Motor Home Magazine Weekly Rate.*

                   
Plus

RiversideResort.com

RR.RVPark.Nov2016.MHMagzne.indd   1 6/29/16   1:07 PM
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6601 E US Hwy 60 ● Gold Canyon, AZ ● 85118  ●  www. SuperstitionViewsHomes.com6601 E US Hwy 60 ● Gold Canyon, AZ ● 85118  ●  www. SuperstitionViewsHomes.com

contact us today!

866.924.8690
shellyb@cal-am.com

contact us today!

866.924.8690
shellyb@cal-am.com

Laminate Flooring ($3,000 value) Quartz Countertops ($3,500 value)

Purchase a NEW home from Cal-Am’s sales office at Superstition Views and choose 
between simulated wood laminate flooring or quartz kitchen countertops.

Contact the Superstition Views Sales Office for details.

Offer expires November 30, 2016.
Must enter contract on or before November 30, 2016 to receive upgrade.

Purchase a NEW home from Cal-Am’s sales office at Superstition Views and choose 
between simulated wood laminate flooring or quartz kitchen countertops.

Contact the Superstition Views Sales Office for details.

Offer expires November 30, 2016.
Must enter contract on or before November 30, 2016 to receive upgrade.

Offer valid on new home purchases only while home sites are still available.  Not valid for prior purchases. 
Some restrictions apply. Terms are subject to change without notice.  Superstition Views is a 55+ community.

Offer valid on new home purchases only while home sites are still available.  Not valid for prior purchases. 
Some restrictions apply. Terms are subject to change without notice.  Superstition Views is a 55+ community.

or

LIMITED-TIME *FREE UPGRADE* OFFER 
Your Choice:

Casitas starting at $89,900

Call TODAY, less than 35 sites remain!
We will be SOLD OUT by December
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 To start your journey, visit newellcoach.com or call 1-888-3NEWELL

  
                                              

The new face of Newell
P50 Edition Launching Summer 2016

Newell Coach Corporation, Circle 115 on Reader Service Card
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